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Abstract

Towards Understanding Fine-Tuning in Fundamental Physics

by

Grant Edward Larsen

Doctor of Philosophy in Physics

University of California, Berkeley

Professor Yasunori Nomura, Chair

The standard models of particle physics and cosmology are enjoying wild success, but are beset
by surprising features. Chief among these are the mysterious smallness of general relativity’s
cosmological constant (known as the cosmological constant “problem"), and the mysteriously
tremendous strength of all other forces relative to gravity (known as the hierarchy “problem").
Both are instances of a physically relevant quantity that (due to quantum effects) is a sum of
many (unknown) quantities; in both cases, these summands seem to cancel out to remarkable
precision to give a much smaller sum, a phenomenon called fine-tuning.

The size of the cosmological constant has proved robust against explanation on the grounds
of physical principles like symmetry. Such explanations of the electroweak/gravity hierarchy
abound, but recent experimental efforts have ruled many of them out, or forced them to
introduce new fine-tuning. In both cases, arguments about selection effects and priors have
emerged.

Here, a dialectic approach is taken to understanding this apparent fine-tuning in nature:
First, symmetry is employed. Supersymmetry famously resolves the hierarchy problem, but is
under siege by increasing experimental constraints ruling out much of its natural parameter
space. A class of supersymmetry models with supersymmetry broken at a low scale is proposed
which evade experimental constraints without needing fine-tuning. The key ingredient is some
anti-correlation between supersymmetry-breaking effects and electroweak-breaking effects on
a field, e.g. if the symmetry-breaking fields are localized at different points along an extra
dimension.

Then, a careful argument employing selection effects and Bayesian reasoning is undertaken
to show that the size of the cosmological constant is not surprising. Previous such arguments
have suggested many different probability measures on the space of different possibilities, but
a careful review of quantum mechanics shows a unique measure consistent with the Born
rule that determines quantum-mechanical probability.

Finally, the harmony of these two approaches is briefly assessed. Upon reflection, the
quantities observed in nature must have their values due to both underlying principles and
selection effects. Implications are very briefly discussed.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Physics Ideals
On its most glorious days, physics can predict the physical world, even novel features

of it. But on humbler days, physics is content to notice and explain surprising features of
this world. Sometimes the principles behind these explanations are beautiful; sometimes
they predict novel behavior; sometimes they foster technological advancement. Our current
understanding of the world has extraordinary predictive power (and has thereby enabled
great technological advancement), has an undeniable level of beauty, is nearly self-consistent,
and is valid in most any regime one might expect to encounter. But it is beset by many
surprises: coincidences, hierarchies, and patterns. The hope is that if we can explain these
surprises, not only will the picture be more complete, but we’ll understand something more
fundamental and exciting.

1.2 Particle Physics: Success and Surprise
The Standard Model (SM) of particle physics is elegant and incredibly successful in

explanatory/predictive power, but has some surprising features.

1.2.1 The Model

In particle physics, our current understanding is summed up in the Standard Model (SM),
a gauge theory that at its highest proven energies has matter fields interacting via a weakly
coupled gauge group SU(3) ⊗ SU(2) ⊗ U(1), under which the matter transforms under a
variety of representations1: three copies each of (3,2) 1

6
(left-handed quarks), (3,1) 2

3
and

(3,1)− 1
3

(right-handed quarks), (1,2) 1
2

(left-handed leptons), (1,1)−1 (right-handed charged
1The notation here indicates the dimensionality of the representation under the Lie groups, with a

subscript for the charge under the U(1).
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leptons), and perhaps a completely neutral lepton (the right-handed neutrino). There is
also a (1,2)0 scalar field. At low energies, the gauge group is spontaneously broken to a
strongly coupled SU(3) governing nuclear physics and a U(1) (from a mix of the SU(2) and
the original U(1)) governing electromagnetism. The theoretical foundations of the SM were
laid nearly half a century ago [1], but its last building block was discovered only recently [2].

1.2.2 Success

There is a certain theoretical elegance to describing most of particle physics with a gauge
theory – everything2 has a differential-geometric interpretation. (And it was not obvious in
the 1960’s that such a project could succeed [3].) Furthermore the matter fits systematically
into a consistent (if obtuse) pattern, which allowed for the prediction of (for instance) the
top quark, discovered in 1995 [4].

The SM is spectacularly good at predicting particle behavior from nearly-zero energy
interactions to the highest energy collisions we can experimentally arrange. (See, for instance,
Fig. 1.1.) Besides collider physics, it provides a framework through which we understand
electromagnetism, nuclear physics, and hundreds of decays [6].

And though the SM does have a theoretical Landau pole3 for the U(1) coupling constant,
it doesn’t occur until the scale of 1034 GeV [7], above its claimed domain of validity, since
quantum gravity (if nothing else) certainly plays a role (if an unknown one) at lower energies.
And the scalar quartic term has no pole [8].

1.2.3 Surprises

Of course, there are catches.

1.2.3.1 The Hierarchy Problem

One of the most glaring problems with this setup is the size of the quadratic coupling of
the scalar field in the SM. The field has the potential

V (h) = m2h†h +
λ

4

�
h†h

�2 (1.1)

with negative m2, in which the true vacuum (a degenerate ring at |h| = v =
�

−2m2

λ
) no

longer has SU(2) symmetry. λ and µ2 are independent free parameters, but v has long been
known to be 174 GeV [6]. m was recently measured to be 89 GeV [2, 6] at those energy scales.
However, the parameter m2 that we measure is a sum of terms. If there is any new physics

2Yukawa couplings between the matter and the scalar excepted
3Under renormalization, coupling constants in asymptotically unfree theories like QED and ϕ4 (both parts

of the SM) can eventually diverge, according to a perturbative calculation, at best throwing out perturbativity,
but casting doubt on overall mathematical consistency.
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Figure 1.1: One experiment at the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) has combined plots from several
of their publications [5], indicating the successful prediction of cross-sections of several products of
proton-proton collisions at energies of 7 and 8 TeV.

at any higher scale ΛNP that couples to the SM (and there must be), that will generate a
correction to m2 that is quadratic in ΛNP. So generically, m2 measured at our energies is a
sum of terms of order Λ2

NP. In particular, considering that somehow gravity must come into
the picture, we find that we have (perhaps many) terms of order the Planck mass squared
m2

Pl, summing together to give a term of order v2 – akin to measuring two constants as
2.718281828459045235360287471352662 and 2.718281828459045235360287471352661. The
SM sees this as a complete coincidence; naturally some have thought to explain it.

1.2.3.2 Other Tunings

The product of charge parity (C) and (spatial) parity (P), CP, is not a symmetry of nature:
SU(2) interactions violate it in, e.g., Kaon decays[9]. A priori, the part of the Lagrangian
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dealing with the strong force has two parameters that violate CP; yet the strong force is
observed to conserve CP (within experimental limits). Hence these two effects are apparently
canceling out. Naively, the coefficient of each term is of order 1, and we phenomenologically
conclude that their difference is < 10−10 [10, 11]. Mysterious tuning seems present. This is
known as the strong CP problem.

There are also a number of coincidences of parameters that seem anthropically4 fine-tuned.
For instance, because the proton-neutron mass difference is so small relative to their masses,
and is thereby sensitive to both Coulomb effects and quark mass differences (proportional
to v), nucleosynthesis is highly sensitive to the Yukawa couplings of quarks, the strong and
electromagnetic couplings, and the scalar coherent field value v. Holding the other parameters
fixed, a percent increase in v would cause orders of magnitude less oxygen to ever have been
produced; a percent decrease, carbon [12]. There are many other such coincidences [13].

1.3 Cosmology: Success and Surprise
Over the past decade or two, cosmology has experienced a similar story of success and

surprise. General relativity (GR) has reigned as a beautiful and successful theory of gravity
for nearly a century, but since the advent of measuring the cosmic microwave background
(CMB) [14], the light left over from the Big Bang, cosmology has entered an era of precision
previously unknown.

1.3.1 The Model

The paradigm that has emerged is that of a spatially symmetric universe dominated by
vacuum energy (a.k.a. dark energy) and cold dark matter. Because from the perspective of
GR, dark energy functions as the cosmological constant Λ, this whole model is referred to as
ΛCDM.

1.3.2 Success

This story neatly explains the power spectrum of anisotropies in the CMB [6, 15] to high
precision, as well as the primordial production of nuclei [6, 16], the measured acceleration of
the Hubble expansion of the universe [6, 17], and early fluctuations in baryon density [6, 18].

1.3.3 Surprises

But like the SM, ΛCDM has some surprising features, including:
4i.e. meeting human requirements
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1.3.3.1 Λ

In elementary quantum mechanics, many systems’ ground states have non-zero energy,
known as zero-point energy or vacuum energy. This remains true in the relativistic setting
of quantum field theory (QFT) on which particle physics is based: every type of field
(including species that aren’t currently populated as particles, like the top quark field) gives
a contribution to the vacuum energy density of space.5

The cosmological effect of vacuum energy density is exactly the same as that of the
cosmological constant; thus, the effective cosmological constant that one can measure in
cosmological observation is the sum of the free cosmological constant parameter6 Λ in GR
and the contribution to vacuum energy density from every species of field. This is a sum of
at least 100 terms.

We knew something was amiss with this estimate, though: The estimate of the sum of
the QFT vacuum energies would yield an effective Λ large enough to have the cosmological
consequence of ripping the universe apart or collapsing it (depending on the sign of the sum)
in a tiny fraction of a second. (More on this line of thought is in §1.4.2.1 and §3.1 and
on.) Yet the physics community was stunned in 1998 when the total Λ was measured [17]
to be ∼ 10−120 the size of the QFT estimate. This is the largest prediction/measurement
discrepancy I’m aware of.

1.3.3.2 Cosmic Coincidences

Besides the fact that the universe seems fine-tuned not to instantly destroy itself, there
are other coincidences. For instance:

• We don’t know for sure how baryons or dark matter were generated, but many theories
have them generated by processes involving vastly different scales. Yet their abundances
are within a factor of 5 of each other [20].

• Why does the advent of observers coincide7 with the dominance of dark energy over
matter? [21, 22]

1.4 Dialectic Approach to Resolution
The application of physical principle (e.g., symmetry) has been and continues to be

prodigiously successful in explaining surprises in both particle physics and cosmology. So it
has been hoped that an argument based on such principle(s) could explain these (apparent)

5We believe we understand vacuum energy in QFT, as it has been tested in the Casimir effect [19],
wherein the presence of two plates affects the vacuum energy density in between, effectively causing a force.

6NB: It is common in the literature to use “cosmological constant" and “Λ" interchangably for either the
GR term or the effective summed term.

7logarithmically, at least
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enormous coincidences, but in certain cases such explanations have been either highly elusive
or at odds with experimental results.

Recent thought has explored another direction: keeping careful track of priors, we
sometimes cease to be surprised by a (seemingly) remarkable occurrence. Any lottery winner
is surprised, but nobody is surprised that the lottery is occasionally won. In physics, the
relevant question becomes: Given that there’s something capable of finding it remarkable, is
it remarkable that our universe is as it is? This line of questioning is lifted out of the realm of
speculative philosophy by recent understanding of the structure of the string theory vacuum
and its cosmological consequences.8 However, the limits of this argument are hard to see, and
it is difficult to use it in a predictive way, so more traditional approaches to understanding
are often preferred.

Given these two avenues towards explaining fine-tuning, each with reasons to pursue and
challenges in implementation, a dialectic approach is taken:

1.4.1 Thesis: Underlying Physical Principle

The application of “first principles" reasoning has a fantastic track in physics, and it
allows an understanding of how the phenomena it addresses occur. It has several historically
acclaimed approaches to explaining these huge “coincidences" we sometimes encounter. Each
such approach has a litany of successes; here I recount the approaches and success stories
that seem most relevant to the overall argument of this work.

1.4.1.1 Historically Successful Approaches

I. Geometry: Minkowski and Maxwell

In the late 19th century, Maxwell synthesized [23] the work of many scientists, organizing
the equations governing the electric and magnetic fields in such a way that there was
an evident symmetry between them. At the time this was a mysterious coincidence.
It was not until Einstein’s relativity that they were understood to be describing the
same phenomena in different reference frames. A bit later, building on the work of
Poincaré [24], Minkowski formulated [25] what is now known as Minkowski spacetime,
wherein time and space are combined into a 4-manifold with an SO(3, 1) symmetry,
wherein the symmetry in Maxwell’s equations is seen to stem from a (hyperbolic)
rotational symmetry of spacetime.

II. Dynamics: Inflation vs. tuning

Perhaps lacking the sublimity of geometry, physicists have also employed dynamical
explanations to great success. The instance most relevant to this work is inflation.

Previously, several cosmological “problems" had been noticed. Most relevant here were:
8insofar as it provides many “trials" and many possible outcomes; I am not sufficiently expert to make a

claim regarding string theory’s inherent distance from speculative philosophy.
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• Flatness: Spatial curvature grows rapidly in cosmology, but is bounded by observa-
tion to be very small today. Hence the curvature of the early universe appeared
fine-tuned to be incredibly small.

• Horizons: Every direction we look in the sky, the CMB seems roughly the same; yet
these observations are of areas far enough from each other that we’d have expected
them to be out of causal contact with each other. How were regions of space so far
apart tuned to have the same initial conditions in the early universe?

A universe that underwent an early explosive growth stage explains both of these
large tunings/coincidences; this idea was given the name cosmic inflation [26]. Though
model-building has been a struggle, evidence for the paradigm has been growing; the
recently (tentatively) discovered B-modes [27] of the CMB polarization, if confirmed,
may clinch it.

III. Symmetry: C and self-energy

Symmetry is the favorite explanatory tool of the physicist. Sometimes a symmetry
predicts new things; often it explains coincidences as different perspectives of the same
phenomenon, or cancellations as mathematical manifestations of a feature protected by
the symmetry.

By the end of the 19th century, it was realized that the self-energy of the electron was
confusing. Though its size was (and remains) unknown, limits on the size have been
known. Adding up the energy from assembling the charge of the electron to within
that size (against the repulsion of the rest of the charge of the electron) came to a very
large total. With the advent of relativity and E = mc2, it became a clearer problem,
since the (rest) mass of the electron, 511 keV, was much less than the sums involved,
∆me ∼ e2

re
(which is at least a GeV for re < 10−17 cm). One could conclude that there

was some mysterious reason the initial configuration of spread-out charge had large
negative energy, and bringing the charge together costed a very (mysteriously) similar
amount of energy, and the two quantities mostly cancelled out to give the 511 keV mass
energy. Or one could conclude that there is a principle at work. Indeed, eventually
more particles (positrons) were discovered, along with a symmetry: all particles have
twins called antiparticles with identical properties except for opposite charges (of equal
magnitude). In QFT then, in addition to the electric self-interaction of the electron,
there is a related interaction of an electron sitting/moving in the vacuum wherein a new
electron, a virtual positron, and a virtual photon are created from the vacuum, then the
virtual positron, virtual photon, and original electron all annihilate, leaving the new
(real) electron. This process has the same initial and final states, and when everything
is summed carefully we find that together both effects generate ∆me ∼ me

α
4π

log(mere),
which, even for the shortest distance scale that makes sense9, only contributes several
percent of the rest mass [28].

9the Planck length lPl ∼ 10−33 cm
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1.4.1.2 Today: Supersymmetry

Inspired most of all by this last example, one can search for new symmetries to cancel off
huge contributions in a systematic, protected way. As it turns out, the contributions that are
made to the vacuum energy density by fermion fields have the sign opposite to that of the
contribution from boson fields. The same is true of their contributions to the m2 of the SM
scalar field. So a posited symmetry (called supersymmetry) between fermions and bosons
would ensure the desired cancellations. However, there is no apparent symmetry between
any known bosons and fermions, so such a symmetry must be broken at the energy scales
explored thus far. This breaking prevents the cancellation from being entirely perfect, but it
still goes a long way: up to ∼ 60 of the 120 orders of magnitude of the cosmological constant
problem can be so understood, and the hierarchy problem can still be solved.

However, the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) has been ruling out more and more versions
of supersymmetry, and arguments have been made that the remaining versions are fine-tuned
themselves. This situation, and a way out (involving a trick that can be realized as either
geometry or dynamics), are discussed in ch. 2, written with Yasunori Nomura and Hannes L.
L. Roberts (now Alex Roberts) and previously published in [29], . The conclusion is that
natural (i.e., untuned) supersymmetry is still viable if other physical principles are invoked,
but may be ruled out (or discovered) in the next LHC run.10

1.4.1.3 Other Coincidences

The possible success of supersymmetry would be just one of a historical series of triumphs
of symmetries; this encourages us to seek first-principles explanations of other coincidences
mentioned in §§1.2.3, 1.3.3. In fact, such a program may succeed. The best example of those
mentioned is the strong CP problem, resolved by Peccei-Quinn symmetry [11] but awaiting
experimental determination; followed by the matter/dark matter near-coincidence, which
might be explained by a mix of dynamics and symmetry [30]. There is one instance where it
is less likely, however...

1.4.1.4 Challenge: Cosmological Constant

As powerful as these approaches are, the cosmological constant problem has proved
resistant to them. There is a simple argument for this persistence: if you suppose you can
use, e.g., symmetry to explain the tininess of the cosmological constant, you are probably
doing so at a higher energy regime than is seen in the universe today. However, between that
regime and ours lie phase transitions (such as the electroweak one), which give contributions
to the effective cosmological constant of order the scales of the transitions, much much higher
than the final sum that is today’s effective cosmological constant.

10In the time since the writing of [29], the experimental bounds have tightened a bit with better data
and analyses, but by slightly adjusting the model parameters, the bounds can still (just) be evaded. The
conclusions of the work stand (but make the next LHC run all the more exciting).
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This argument is not airtight, and indeed theories have been devised to evade it [31], but
none with sufficient elegance to begin to coalesce a consensus in the scientific community.

1.4.2 Antithesis: Selection Effects

If an unremarkable universe would necessarily have nobody in it to notice, is it so
remarkable that our universe is remarkable?

More quantitatively, an observation is “surprising” if we think its probability should have
been low. But in order to evaluate probability, we need to take careful account of priors.
A particularly relevant prior in evaluating the statement “this feature of the universe is
remarkable" is the (experimentally verified) assumption that there is someone around to find
it remarkable.

While explaining surprising phenomena has been a historically productive guide to
investigating physical ideas, we need to be more careful in our assessment of just what is
“surprising".

1.4.2.1 Successes: Earth’s Orbit; Λ

For a long time, great minds tried to derive the earth’s orbital radius from first princi-
ples [32]. It seemed surprising that it was just the right distance from the sun to neither
burn up nor freeze, and this demanded explanation. Now we have the (Copernican-inspired)
perspective that many rocks orbit many stars at many distances, and of course life like
us is only present on one we’d find habitable. So there were many possibilities, and many
“experiments" to test out those possibilities – Earth happens to have won the lottery, but the
lottery winnings should not be surprised to go to the lottery winner.

Similarly, as hinted at in §1.3.3, in 1987, Weinberg noticed [33] that a Λ too different
from ours would have destroyed the universe before anything could have got going. He found
that Λ could only be a factor of ∼ 500 (not a precise prediction, but fantastically better than
∼ 10120) larger than ours and still result in any gravitationally bound structures. (And it
seems safe to conclude that intelligence requires organized structure.) The conclusion is that
the dimunitiveness of Λ is only mildly surprising, given the condition that we are here to
notice.

Of course, the universe is the universe; it can be argued that probability is a moot point –
the constants are what they are, presumably because of certain laws, unlike the situation
where the a rock may orbit a star at any of a range of radii...

1.4.2.2 Possibility: The Landscape

However, string theory is the front-runner for a consistent description of both quantum
mechanics and gravity. And recently it’s been realized that its vacuum structure is such that
there are many, many (∼ 10500) local minima [34] a state might reside in, in any of which
certain low-energy physical parameters might be differ. This vast collection of minima is
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called the (string) landscape. While it’s unclear which parameters vary, it is clear that the
(effective) cosmological constant is one of them.

Yet, the universe is still the universe; it can still be argued that probability is a moot
point for a one-time experiment, even if philosophically it had other possible outcomes.
It’s still unlike the Earth situation, where there are many instantiations of rocks orbiting
stars, allowing the possibility-space to be explored, making the Goldilocks scenario likely to
have occurred somewhere. Still, if an experimenter performs an experiment once and it is
inconsistent with a theory at a confidence level of a few σ, it is generally considered excluded.
Moreover...

1.4.2.3 Population: Eternal Inflation

If the universe previously had a higher (effective) cosmological constant than today (which
seems likely in the string landscape), it’d have been vacuum-dominated, which would result in
exponential expansion, i.e. inflation. While there are transitions of finite bubble nucleations
down to lower local minima in the landscape, the rest of space expands so quickly that there
is always some gargantuan inflating area, perforated with bubbles in lower minima [35, 36].
In the landscape, these lower minima have different “fundamental constants", including the
(effective) cosmological constant.

Note that even if one doesn’t buy string theory, eternal inflation is still hard to avoid [36,
37].

Hence, there do seem to be many “experiments" (instantiations) probing the different
possible “outcomes" of the parameters.

1.4.2.4 Challenges: Priors, Conditions, and Measure

It is at this point beyond us to calculate from string theory what the distribution of
different bubbles is. It is also highly opaque what conditions are suitable for some kind of
intelligent observer to find its universe remarkable or otherwise. Finally, given that eternal
inflation produces all possibilities an infinite number of times, there has in recent history been
a challenge among the physics community to settle on one regulation scheme of probability
measure.

1.4.2.5 Probability

However, when we realize that in eternal inflation, the “many worlds" interpretation of
quantum mechanics is precisely embodied by this multitude of bubble “universes" (known as
the multiverse) [21, 38], we see that the probability measure is a simple careful application
of Born’s rule. This “measure" is applied to the cosmological constant problem, for which
the prior and (to some extent) the conditions are unusually tractable, in ch. 3, written with
Yasunori Nomura and Hannes L. L. Roberts (now Alex Roberts) and previously published
in [39]. Indeed, it is found that given that we’re here to notice, its size isn’t very surprising.
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1.4.3 Synthesis: Reason and Reality

It is thus demonstrated that both these approaches to addressing fine-tuning surprises
have their place. But they are not exclusive. Indeed, in the eternal inflation picture, it is
clear that observers require some peculiarities, and so the physical “constants" they observe
will be a consequence of both the underlying physical principles and these selection effects.
When the physical principles are yet to be plumbed, however, it may seem unclear how
to determine to what extent selection effects are at play. If it’s possible to estimate the
prior probability distribution of the observable in question, then the example of ch. ch:cc is
hopefully a sufficient guideline to quantifying the mitigation of the “surprise", but for most
observables this will be very difficult. However, (the landscape distribution being unlikely to
ever be observed,) gaining understanding of the physical principles at play can help inform
the calculation of the prior.

Even when one assumes (or shows) that selection effects can be quantitatively shown
to alleviate the “surprise" to an extent, there is always the chance that there still lurks an
undiscovered symmetry (or other physical argument) that would make more bubbles have the
“coincidence" observed. That is, nature can be viewed as a curmudgeon that will generally
take whatever route is “cheapest" in total probability – if a physical argument would increase
the prior, that’s certainly (at least!) as valid an argument as any of these observer-selection
effects. In short, regardless of selection effects, a physically reasoned explanation is always
welcome; these arguments merely reduce the pressure to explain a given curious phenomenon.
Indeed, Kepler’s failure [32] to use platonic solids to determine Earth’s orbit is no longer
considered a crisis of science; neither should symmetry’s failure to control the cosmological
constant. And yet this is no reason to discontinue the pursuit of the underlying principles of
nature.11

11Perhaps selection effects, unavoidable and powerful statistical arguments, will one day be seen as a
“principle of nature" in a similar way to entropy.
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Chapter 2

Supersymmetry with Light Stops

2.1 Introduction
One of the strongest motivations for weak scale supersymmetry is the possibility of

making electroweak symmetry breaking “natural,” i.e. a generic parameter region of the
theory reproduces observed electroweak phenomena. With the Higgs potential V (h) =
m2h†h + λ(h†h)2/4, the minimization of the potential leads to v ≡ �h� =

�
−2m2/λ and

m2
h

2
= −m2, (2.1)

where mh is the physical Higgs boson mass. In the Standard Model (SM) a generic size of
|m2| is expected to be at a scale where the theory breaks down, while in supersymmetric
models

m2 = |µ|2 + m̃2
h, (2.2)

where µ and m̃2
h are the supersymmetric and supersymmetry-breaking masses for the Higgs

field. Therefore, as long as these parameters are both of order the weak scale, the theory can
naturally accommodate electroweak symmetry breaking.

Improved experimental constraints over the past decades, however, have cast doubt on this
simple picture. In softly broken supersymmetric theories, supersymmetry-breaking masses
are affected by each other through renormalization group evolution; in particular, m̃h receives
a contribution

δm̃2
h � − 3m2

t

4π2v2
m2

t̃ log
Mmess

mt̃

, (2.3)

where mt and mt̃ are the top quark and squark masses, and Mmess the scale at which
supersymmetry breaking masses are generated. (Here, we have ignored possible scalar
trilinear interactions and set the left- and right-handed squark masses equal, for simplicity.)
Requiring no more fine-tuning than ∆, Eqs. (2.1) and (2.2) lead to

mt̃
<∼ 420 GeV

�
mh

125 GeV

��
20%

∆−1

�1/2�
3

log Mmess

mt̃

�1/2

. (2.4)
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On the other hand, recent observations at the LHC indicate:

• Generic lower bounds on the first two generation squark masses are about 1 TeV [40].

• There are hints of the SM-like Higgs boson with mh � 125 GeV [41].

Therefore, if the hints for the Higgs boson mass are true, then it strongly suggests that the
squark masses have a nontrivial flavor structure, i.e. top squarks (stops) are light.1

The above observation has significant implications for an underlying model of super-
symmetry breaking. This is especially because many existing models, including minimal
supergravity, gauge mediation, and anomaly mediation, invoke flavor universality to avoid
stringent constraints from the absence of large flavor violating processes. On the other hand,
it has been realized that naturalness itself allows sfermions other than the stops (and the
left-handed sbottom) to be significantly heavier than the value suggested by Eq. (2.4) [43–48].
In this chapter, we study a simple, general framework in which such superparticle spectra
with light stops are obtained naturally.

One strategy to yield such light stop spectra is to arrange the theory in such a way
that being “away” from electroweak symmetry breaking necessarily means being “close” to
supersymmetry breaking, and vice versa. This makes the lighter generations (particles feeling
smaller effects from electroweak symmetry breaking) obtain larger supersymmetry breaking
masses, e.g. of order a few TeV, while keeping stops light. Strong constraints from flavor
violation still require the first two generation sfermions to be flavor universal, but this can be
achieved if these generations are both strongly localized to the supersymmetry breaking “site,”
and if mediation of supersymmetry breaking there is flavor universal. The setup described
here is depicted schematically in Fig. 2.1.

A simple way to realize the above setup is through geometry. Suppose there is an extra
dimension compactified on an interval, of which the Higgs and supersymmetry breaking fields
h and X are localized at the opposite ends. The SM gauge, quark, and lepton multiplets
propagate in the bulk. Now, if two generations are localized towards the “X brane” and
(at least the quark doublet and up-type quark of) the other generation is localized towards
the “h brane,” then it explains the (anti-)correlation between the spectrum of SM matter
and its superpartners—the hierarchy of the Yukawa couplings are generated through the
wavefunction overlap of SM matter with the h brane, while only the first two generation
sfermions obtain significant supersymmetry breaking masses through interactions with the X
brane.

Another manifestation of this is through dynamics—the “dimension” separating two
breakings in Fig. 2.1 may be generated effectively as a result of strong (quasi-)conformal

1One way of avoiding this conclusion is to invoke a significant mixing of the Higgs field with another
scalar field; see [42]. In general, mixing of the SM-like Higgs field with another field can weaken the naive
constraint, Eq. (2.4), obtained in the decoupling regime (at the cost of moderate cancellation in a scalar
mass-squared eigenvalue). Another possibility is to have a relatively compressed superparticle spectrum, in
particular a small mass splitting between the squarks and the lightest neutralino, in which case the lower
bound on the (light generation) squark masses becomes weaker.
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Figure 2.1: A basic scheme yielding light stop spectra. A theory has one “dimension,” of which
electroweak and supersymmetry breakings are “located” at the opposite ends. This dimension may be
geometric or an effective one generated through dynamics. The first two generation fields are localized
towards the supersymmetry breaking “site,” obtaining flavor universal supersymmetry breaking
masses and only small effects from electroweak symmetry breaking (small Yukawa couplings). On
the other hand, top-quark multiplets are localized more towards the electroweak breaking “site,”
obtaining a large Yukawa coupling but only small supersymmetry breaking effects.

dynamics. Suppose there are elementary as well as composite sectors. In this case, particles in
each sector interact with significant strength, but interactions involving both elementary and
composite particles are suppressed by higher dimensions of composite fields. This can therefore
be used to realize our setup, for example, by considering X and h to be elementary and
composite fields, respectively. The SM matter fields are mixture of elementary and composite
states—two generations being mostly elementary while the other mostly composite. In this
way, the required pattern for the sfermion masses, as well as the hierarchical structure of the
Yukawa couplings, are obtained. In fact, this picture can be related with the geometric picture
described above. Since the strong, composite sector exhibits (approximate) conformality
at high energies, the dynamics is well described by a warped extra dimension, using the
AdS/CFT correspondence. (For applications of this idea in other contexts, see e.g. [49–51].)

In this chapter, we present a class of models formulated in warped space, which can be
interpreted either as a geometric or dynamical realization described above. In the next section,
we present the basic structure of the models and interpret them as composite Higgs-top models
in the desert. We pay particular attention to how strong constraints from flavor violation are
avoided while generating the Yukawa hierarchy. In §2.3, we analyze electroweak symmetry
breaking and present sample superparticle spectra; we also give some useful formulae for the
Higgs boson mass in Appendix A. In §2.4, we mention a realization of our scheme in a flat
space extra dimension. We draw conclusions in §2.5.

The configuration of supersymmetry breaking and matter/Higgs fields in our models is
the same as that in “emergent supersymmetry” models considered before [52–54], where the
masses of elementary superpartners m̃ are taken (much) above the scale of strong dynamics k�.
In this picture, the quadratic divergence of the Higgs mass-squared parameter is regulated by
a combination of composite Higgsinos/stops as well as higher resonances of the strong sector
(Kaluza-Klein towers). Instead, our picture here is that the theory below the compositeness
scale is the full supersymmetric standard model, m̃ < k�, so that the quadratic divergence
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of the Higgs mass-squared is regulated by superpartner loops as in usual supersymmetric
models—the strong sector simply plays a role of generating a light stop spectrum at some
energy k�. This alleviates the problem of a potentially large D-term operator [53], intrinsic
to the framework of Ref. [52–54].

Three interesting papers have recently considered light stops in supersymmetry [55–57],
which are related to our study here. Ref. [55] discusses supersymmetric models in which the
Higgs, top, and electroweak gauge fields are (partial) composites of a strong sector that sits at
the bottom edge of the conformal window. This can be viewed as an explicit 4D realization of
our warped 5D setup. (This “analogy” has also been drawn in that paper.) Ref. [56] considers
the scheme of flavor mediation, where supersymmetry breaking is mediated through a gauged
subgroup of SM flavor symmetries, leading to degenerate light-generation sfermions with light
stops. Ref. [57] discusses light stops in the context of heterotic string theory.

2.2 Formulation in Warped Space

2.2.1 The basic structure

In this section we present a class of models realizing the basic setup of Fig. 2.1. We
formulate it in a 5D warped spacetime with the extra dimension y compactified on an S1/Z2

orbifold: 0 ≤ y ≤ πR. The spacetime metric is given by

ds2 = e−2kyηµνdxµdxν + dy2, (2.5)

where k is the AdS curvature, which is taken to be somewhat (typically a factor of a few)
smaller than the 5D cutoff scale M∗. The 4D Planck scale, MPl, is given by M2

Pl � M3
5 /k,

where M5 is the 5D Planck scale, and we take k ∼ M∗ ∼ M5 ∼ MPl. For now, we take
the size of the extra dimension R to be a free parameter, satisfying kR >∼ 1. If we choose
kR ∼ 10, the TeV scale is generated by the AdS warp factor: k� ≡ ke−πkR ∼ TeV [58].

We consider that the SM gauge supermultiplets {VA,ΣA} (A = 1, 2, 3) as well as matter
supermultiplets {Ψi,Ψ

c
i} (Ψ = Q, U, D, L, E with i = 1, 2, 3 the generation index) propagate

in the 5D bulk. (Here, we have used the 4D N = 1 superfield notation; see e.g. [59].) Assuming
the boundary conditions

�
VA(+, +)
ΣA(−,−)

�
,

�
Ψi(+, +)
Ψc

i(−,−)

�
, (2.6)

the low-energy field content below the Kaluza-Klein (KK) excitation scale ∼ k� is the gauge
and matter fields of the Minimal Supersymmetric Standard Model (MSSM). They arise from
the zero modes of VA and Ψi.

Now, suppose the supersymmetry breaking chiral superfield X is localized on the ultraviolet
(UV) brane at y = 0, while two Higgs-doublet chiral superfields Hu and Hd are on the infrared
(IR) brane at y = πR. Then the bulk matter and gauge fields can interact with these fields
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through

L = δ(y)

��
d4θ

�

Ψ

�
η̂ΨijX

†XΨ†
iΨj +

�
ζ̂Ψij XΨ†

iΨj + h.c.
��

+
�

A

��
d2θ ξ̂AXWα

AWAα + h.c.
��

(2.7)
and

L = δ(y − πR) e−3πkR

�
d2θ

�
ŷu

ijQiUjHu + ŷd
ijQiDjHd + ŷe

ijLiEjHd

�
+ h.c., (2.8)

respectively, where WAα are the field-strength superfields.2
In addition, we can introduce a singlet field S either in the bulk or on the y = πR brane

with interactions

L = δ(y − πR) e−3πkR
��

d2θ
�
λ̂SHuHd + f̂(S)

�
+ h.c.

�

+ δ(y)

�
d4θ

�
η̂SX†XS†S +

�
ζ̂SXS†S + h.c.

��
, (2.9)

where f̂(S) is a holomorphic function of S, and the terms in the second line exist only if S is
the bulk field, {S, Sc}. The introduction of S allows us to accommodate a relatively heavy
Higgs boson, including mh = 125 GeV.

The Lagrangian for the free part of a bulk supermultiplet {Φ,Φc} is given by

L = e−2ky

�
d4θ (Φ†Φ + ΦcΦc†) + e−3ky

��
d2θΦc

�
∂y + MΦ − 3

2
k
�
Φ + h.c.

�

+ δ(y)

�
d4θ zΦΦ

†Φ, (2.10)

where we have included a UV-brane localized kinetic term zΦ (> 0), which plays an important
role in our discussion. (A possible IR-brane localized kinetic term is irrelevant for the
discussion.) There are two parameters in this Lagrangian: MΦ and zΦ. The parameter MΦ

controls the wavefunction profile of the zero mode in the bulk. For MΦ > k/2 (< k/2) the
wavefunction of a zero mode arising from Φ is localized to the UV (IR) brane; for MΦ = k/2
it is flat (see e.g. [60]). The parameter zΦ is important for a field with MΦ

>∼ k/2; it controls
how much of the zero mode is regarded as the brane and bulk degrees of freedom. For
zΦMΦ � 1, the zero mode is mostly brane field-like, while for zΦMΦ � 1 it is bulk field-like.

Our setup is realized by taking MΦ
>∼ k/2 and zΦMΦ � 1 for the first two generations

of matter while MΦ � k/2 for the third generation quark-doublet and right-handed top
multiplets {Q3, Q

c
3} and {U3, U

c
3}. This implies that the former are mostly brane field-like,

while the latter are bulk fields with the wavefunctions localized to the IR brane. (In the
4D interpretation discussed in Section 2.2.3, these correspond to mostly elementary and

2We adopt the definition of the delta function
� ε

0
δ(y) =

� πR

πR−ε
δ(y − πR) = 1, where 0 < ε < πR.
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composite fields, respectively.) The zero-mode wavefunctions for the other third generation
multiplets {D3, D

c
3}, {L3, L

c
3}, and {E3, E

c
3} are more flexible, although they are still subject

to constraints from flavor physics, both to reproduce realistic Yukawa matrices and to avoid
excessive supersymmetric contributions to flavor violation.

More specifically, the wavefunction of the zero mode of the {Φ,Φc} multiplet in Eq. (2.10)
is given by

fΦ(y) =
1�

zΦ + 1
2(MΦ− k

2
)
(1 − e−2πR(MΦ− k

2
))

e−(MΦ− k
2
)y (2.11)

in the “conformal-field” basis, in which 5D scalar and fermion fields φ and ψ are rescaled
from the original component fields in Φ as φ = e−kyΦ|0 and ψα = e−kyΦ|θ. The low-energy
4D theory below ∼ k� is obtained by integrating over y with this wavefunction. For the
superpotential terms, it leads to

L4D =

�
d2θ

�
yu

ijQiUjHu + yd
ijQiDjHd + ye

ijLiEjHd + λSHuHd + f(S)
�

+ h.c., (2.12)

where the 4D coupling constants (quantities without hat) are related with the 5D ones (with
hat) by

yu
ij = ŷu

ij xQi
xUj

, yd
ij = ŷd

ij xQi
xDj

, ye
ij = ŷe

ij xLi
xEj

, λ = λ̂ xS, (2.13)

and f(S) = f̂(xSS). Here, the factors xΦ (Φ = Qi, Ui, Di, Li, Ei, S) are given by

xΦ ≡ fΦ(πR) �





1�
zΦ+ 1

2MΦ

e−πRMΦ for MΦ � k
2

1√
zΦ+πR

for MΦ ∼ k
2�

2(k
2
− MΦ) for MΦ � k

2

, (2.14)

where we have used zΦke−πkR � 1 for MΦ � k/2, which is satisfied in the relevant parameter
region considered later.3 The case with brane S is obtained by replacing xS with 1.

For the supersymmetry-breaking terms, the 4D theory below ∼ k� yields

L4D =

�
d4θ

��

Ψ

ηΨijX
†XΨ†

iΨj + ηSX†XS†S +
��

Ψ

ζΨij XΨ†
iΨj + ζSXS†S + h.c.

��

+
�

A

��
d2θ ξAXWα

AWAα + h.c.
�

, (2.15)

where

ηΨij = η̂Ψij rΨi
rΨj

, ηS = η̂S r2
S, ζΨij = ζ̂Ψij rΨi

rΨj
, ζS = ζ̂S r2

S, ξA = ξ̂A, (2.16)
3The expression MΦ � k/2 here and after means that |MΦ| � k/2 or MΦ < 0.
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and the factors rΦ are given by

rΦ ≡ fΦ(0) �





1�
zΦ+ 1

2MΦ

for MΦ � k
2

1√
zΦ+πR

for MΦ ∼ k
2�

2(k
2
− MΦ) e−πR( k

2
−MΦ) for MΦ � k

2

. (2.17)

The case with brane S is obtained by rS → 0.
As will be discussed in Section 2.2.3, the models presented here can be interpreted, through

the AdS/CFT correspondence, as those of composite Higgs-top in the supersymmetric desert.
As such, small neutrino masses can be generated by the conventional seesaw mechanism.
Specifically, we can introduce right-handed neutrino supermultiplets {Ni, N

c
i } in the bulk,

with Majorana masses and neutrino Yukawa couplings located on the UV and IR branes,
respectively:

L = δ(y)

�
d2θ

M̂ij

2
NiNj + δ(y − πR) e−3πkR

�
d2θ ŷν

ijLiNjHu + h.c. (2.18)

For MNi
∼ k/2, this naturally generates small neutrino masses of the observed size (assuming

the absence of tree-level neutrino-mass operators such as
�

d2θ (LHu)
2 on the IR brane) [61].

Alternatively, small Dirac neutrino masses can be obtained if we prohibit the Majorana
masses for Ni and localize them to the UV brane [62].

2.2.2 Physics of flavor—fermions and sfermions

We now discuss the flavor structure of quarks/leptons and squarks/sleptons in more
detail. Suppose that all the couplings on the UV brane are roughly of O(1) in units of some
messenger scale Mmess. In this case, Eqs. (2.16, 2.17) imply that the zero modes localized to
the IR brane obtain only exponentially suppressed supersymmetry-breaking masses (at scale
k�):

mQ̃3,Ũ3
/mΨ̃1,2

� 1. (2.19)

A main motivation to consider light stops is naturalness, Eq. (2.4). To keep this, we take
mQ̃3,Ũ3

<∼ (400 – 500) GeV (after evolving down to the weak scale). In order to satisfy
constraints from flavor violation, the right-handed bottom and first two generation squark
masses should be in the multi-TeV region [47, 63]. We therefore choose MD3

>∼ k/2, and

mΨ̃1,2
∼ mb̃R

∼ a few TeV, (2.20)
mt̃L,t̃R

∼ mb̃L
<∼ (400 – 500) GeV. (2.21)

The masses of L̃3 and Ẽ3 are less constrained, although we consider ML3,E3
>∼ k/2 in most of

the chapter, leading to mτ̃L,τ̃R,ν̃τ ∼ a few TeV. With the mass splitting of Eqs. (2.20, 2.21),
the hypercharge D-term contribution does not have a large effect on the Higgs mass-squared
parameter to destabilize naturalness.
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The masses of the gauginos are determined by parameters such as ξ̂A, η̂Ψij and zΦ, which
depend on a detailed mechanism generating operators in Eq. (2.7). Motivated by naturalness,
in this work we take

mB̃,W̃
<∼ 1 TeV, mg̃ ∼ 1 TeV. (2.22)

The gluino mass, mg̃ � M3, is chosen so that the stops do not obtain large radiative
corrections exceeding Eq. (2.21), and that the theory is not excluded by the LHC data:
mg̃

>∼ 700 GeV [48]. The above equations (2.20 – 2.22) specify the superpartner spectra we
consider.4

What about the flavor structure for quarks/leptons and those among the first two
generation sfermions? In this work, we consider a theory in which all the nontrivial flavor
structures are generated from physics of the bulk (and on the IR brane). In the 4D “dual”
picture discussed in Section 2.2.3, this corresponds to the setup in which the nontrivial
flavor structure is generated through interactions of the elementary sector with the strongly-
interacting composite sector. This implies that all the flavor violating effects are shut off in
the high energy limit, giving the conditions

η̂Ψij ∝ ζ̂Ψij ∝ (zΨ)ij (2.23)

in flavor space, i, j = 1, 2, 3. In particular, in the field basis that (zΨ)ij ∝ δij, which we can
always take, η̂Ψij ∝ ζ̂Ψij ∝ δij. This can be achieved if the operators in Eq. (2.7) are generated
by flavor universal dynamics, e.g. gauge mediation on the UV brane.

With the multi-TeV masses, the spectrum of the first two generation sfermions must be
somewhat degenerate, to avoid stringent constraints from flavor. From Eq. (2.17), we find
that the first two generation sfermion masses depend on η̂Ψij , (zΨ)ij, and (MΨ)ij. (Note that
we take the bulk masses larger than k/2 for the first two generations of matter.) In the field
basis that η̂Ψij and (zΨ)ij are proportional to the unit matrix, η̂Ψij ≡ η̂Ψδij and (zΨ)ij ≡ zΨδij,
the only source of flavor violation comes from (MΨ)ij, which we can diagonalize by field
rotation in flavor space: (MΨ)ij = MΨi

δij. The effects of flavor violation are then of order

∆m̃ij

m̃i + m̃j

=
rΨi

− rΨj

rΨi
+ rΨj

, (2.24)

multiplied by appropriate flavor mixing angles arising from diagonalization of the 4D Yukawa
matrices. Here, rΨi

are given in Eq. (2.17). Requiring that these effects satisfy constraints
from K-K̄ physics [64], we find, for example,

zΨk >∼ {15, 12, 4} for m̃ = {1, 4, 10} TeV, (2.25)

for MΨ2/k � 0.6 and MΨ1/k � 0.7, which produces a hierarchy of O(0.1) by the difference
of wavefunction profiles between Ψ1 and Ψ2. Here, m̃ represents the masses of the first two

4In deriving these expressions, we have ignored possible contributions to the supersymmetry breaking
masses from the sector that stabilizes the radius of the extra dimension. This assumption is justified for
certain ways of stabilizing the radius; see, e.g., Ref. [54].
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generation sfermions, and we have assumed the maximal phase in the relevant matrix element.
While the precise constraint on zΨ depends on detailed modeling of flavor, we generically
need nonvanishing zΨ >∼ O(10/k) in the case of the maximal phase in K-K̄ mixing.5

The structure of the 4D Yukawa couplings can be read off from Eqs. (2.13, 2.14). For
a field with MΦ > k/2, we have a suppression arising from the wavefunction profile of the
zero mode, �Φ ≡ e−πR(MΦ−k/2), contributing to the hierarchy of the Yukawa couplings [60, 65].
In addition, fields with MΨ1,2

>∼ k/2 may have an additional suppression � ≡ 1/
√

zΦM∗ if
zΦk � 1. For example, if we take MD3,L3,E3

>∼ k/2, then we find

yu
∝∼




�2�Q1�U1 �2�Q1�U2 � �Q1

�2�Q2�U1 �2�Q2�U2 � �Q2

� �U1 � �U2 1


 , yd

∝∼




�2�Q1�D1 �2�Q1�D2 �2�Q1�D3

�2�Q2�D1 �2�Q2�D2 �2�Q2�D3

� �D1 � �D2 � �D3


 , (2.26)

ye
∝∼




�2�L1�E1 �2�L1�E2 �2�L1�E3

�2�L2�E1 �2�L2�E2 �2�L2�E3

�2�L3�E1 �2�L3�E2 �2�L3�E3


 , (2.27)

where O(1) factors are omitted in each element, and �Φ � 1 only if πR(MΦ − k/2) � 1 and
�� 1 only if zΦk � 1. Therefore, with suitable choices for MΨi

, the observed pattern of the
Yukawa couplings can be reproduced through physics of the bulk (i.e. the dynamics of the
strong sector in the 4D picture) while keeping approximate flavor universality for the first
two generation sfermion masses.

2.2.3 4D interpretation

Models discussed here can be interpreted as purely 4D models formulated in the conven-
tional grand desert, using the AdS/CFT correspondence. (For discussions on this correspon-
dence, see e.g. [49, 66].) In the 4D picture, the first two generations of matter are (mostly)
elementary, while the third generation quark-doublet and right-handed top multiplets arise as
composite fields of some strongly interacting sector, which exhibits nontrivial dynamics at an
exponentially small scale ≈ k� = ke−πkR. (We mostly consider that the right-handed bottom
and third-generation lepton multiplets are elementary, although there is some flexibility
on this choice.) This strong dynamics also produces S, Hu, and Hd fields, together with
superpotential interactions WH = λSHuHd + f(S) at k�. (We focus on the case of IR-brane
localized S in this section.) Since the Higgs-top sector is strongly coupled at k�, the Landau
pole constraint for the couplings in WH (and the top Yukawa coupling) needs to be satisfied
only below k� [51], realizing the λSUSY framework in Ref. [67].

Supersymmetry breaking is mediated at the scale Mmess, giving TeV to multi-TeV masses
to the elementary sfermions as well as the gauginos. The effect of supersymmetry breaking
in the composite sector is diluted by the near-conformal strong dynamics [52], as long as

5In the 4D picture of Section 2.2.3, this corresponds to the case where the first two generations of matter
are mostly elementary, with the contributions of the strong sector to their kinetic terms suppressed compared
to those at tree level.
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operators associated with this effect have large anomalous dimensions [53]. This therefore
yields only negligible soft masses for the composite fields at k�.6 A composite field, however,
may obtain sizable supersymmetry breaking masses (only) if it mixes with an elementary
state, which in the 5D picture corresponds to delocalizing the state from the IR brane.

The top Yukawa coupling is naturally large as the relevant fields are all composite. On
the other hand, the Yukawa couplings for the first two generations of matter are generated
through mixing of these states with fields in the composite sector, so are suppressed. The
amount of suppression depends on the dimension of the mixing operator, and thus varies
field by field, yielding a hierarchical pattern for the Yukawa matrices. Note that this way of
dynamically generating the Yukawa hierarchy does not contradict the stringent constraints
on supersymmetric flavor violation as long as supersymmetry breaking mediation at Mmess is
flavor universal (e.g. as in the case of gauge mediation) and the contribution to the kinetic
terms of the elementary fields from the strong sector is small (which corresponds to the
condition in Eq. (2.25) in 5D). The overall picture for the 4D interpretation described here is
depicted schematically in Fig. 2.2.

The value of the compositeness scale k� is constrained by phenomenological considerations.
As in Eq. (2.21), we take the stops light to keep electroweak symmetry breaking natural.
On the other hand, the LHC bound on the gluino mass for these values of stop masses is
mg̃

>∼ 700 GeV, so that we need a little “hierarchy” between mt̃ and mg̃. Since mt̃ receives a
positive contribution from mg̃ through renormalization group evolution, this bounds the scale
k� from above. The precise bound is (exponentially) sensitive to the low energy parameters,
but we typically find that k� must be below an intermediate scale; in particular, it cannot be at
the unification scale. The value of k� is also limited from above by Landau pole considerations
for the couplings in WH .

The lower bound on k� can be obtained for a fixed mg̃ by requiring that t̃L, t̃R, and b̃L

are sufficiently heavy to avoid the LHC bounds. Assuming that these states decay either into
the lightest neutralino or the gravitino within the detector, which we would need anyway to
avoid a strong constraint on quasi-stable stops, the masses of t̃L and b̃L must be larger than
about 250 GeV [48]. Moreover, if the neutralino to which these states decay is lighter than
≈ 100 GeV (or if they decay into the gravitino), then the mass of b̃L must be larger than
about 400 GeV [68]. Since the running masses for these states, mQ̃3

and mŨ3
, are vanishing

at k� (up to small threshold corrections), this limits k� from below for a fixed mg̃. In this
work, we take

k� >∼ 10 TeV, (2.28)

so that the theory below the compositeness scale is the supersymmetric standard model
with the superpartner spectrum given by Eqs. (2.20 – 2.22). With these values of k�, other

6In our models, supersymmetry breaking masses in the elementary sector, m̃ ∼ a few TeV, is smaller
than the compositeness scale, k� >∼ 10 TeV (see below). Therefore, the problem of a potentially large D-term
operator [53], intrinsic to the framework of Refs. [52–54], does not arise, unless this operator is generated
directly by the physics at Mmess. The dilution of supersymmetry breaking effects in the composite sector has
been studied explicitly in Ref. [55] in a setup similar to ours, using Seiberg duality.
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Figure 2.2: The 4D interpretation of the models. The first two generations of matter are elementary,
while the Higgs and top multiplets arise as composite states at the scale of strong dynamics, k�. The
theory between k� and TeV is λSUSY in Ref. [67] (with a modest Higgs-sector coupling λ), with
light stops and left-handed sbottom.

lower bounds on k� coming from precision electroweak measurements and flavor/CP violation
induced by KK excitations are satisfied [69]. (Note that the masses of the lowest KK excitations
are given by ≈ πk�.)

Our models have the supersymmetric grand desert between k� and k ∼ MPl. Thus, if
the strong sector respects a (global) unified symmetry, then we can discuss gauge coupling
unification, along the lines of Ref. [70]. The prediction depends on the location of matter
fields, especially D3, L3 and E3; in the minimal case where these fields have MΦ

>∼ k/2, the
three SM gauge couplings approach at ∼ 1017 GeV, but with the precision of unification
worse than that in the SM (δg2/ḡ2 ≈ 15% at the unification scale). We do not pursue the
issue of unification further in this work.
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2.3 Electroweak Symmetry Breaking

2.3.1 Overview

As outlined in Section 2.2.3, our theory above the compositeness scale k� is SU(3)C ⊗
SU(2)L ⊗ U(1)Y gauge theory that has the elementary fields Ψ1,2 (and D3, L3, E3) and the
strongly interacting near-conformal sector. The beta functions for the gauge group are given
by

bA = bMSSM
A − b

Q3+U3+Hu,d

A + bCFT, (2.29)

where bCFT is the contribution from the strong sector, which corresponds to 1/g2
5Dk in the 5D

picture, and is universal if this sector respects a (global) unified symmetry. Supersymmetry
breaking masses for the elementary fields, including the gaugino masses MA, are generated
at Mmess, and they are evolved down to k� by the renormalization group equations with
Eq. (2.29). The composite fields appear at k�, which have vanishing supersymmetry breaking
masses at that scale (up to small threshold corrections of O(M2

A/16π2) in squared masses).
Physics of electroweak symmetry breaking is governed by the dynamics of the composite

sector and the gaugino masses. At scale k�, the strong sector produces the superpotential

WH = λSHuHd + f(S) + · · · , (2.30)

for the Higgs sector, where the dots represent higher dimension terms which are generically
suppressed by the warped-down cutoff scale M �

∗ = M∗e−πkR. In case M �
∗ is close to the

TeV scale, these higher dimension terms could affect phenomenology; for example, the term
(HuHd)

2 can contribute to the Higgs boson mass [71]. Similarly, higher dimension terms in the
Kähler potential may affect phenomenology; for example, the terms S†HuHd and S†H†

uQD
can lead to a µ term and down-type quark masses if S has an F -term expectation value.

In general, for relatively large values of k� envisioned in Eq. (2.28), the effects of these
higher dimension operators are insignificant, except possibly for light quark/lepton masses.
We therefore consider only renormalizable terms in the Higgs potential. In particular, in the
rest of the chapter we focus on the case where WH contains only dimensionless terms in 4D,
and discuss how electroweak symmetry breaking can work in our models. In doing so, we
assume

mQ̃3,Ũ3,Hu,Hd
≈ 0, (2.31)

at k�, i.e. we ignore possible threshold corrections at that scale, which are highly model-
dependent. (We later consider dynamics at the IR scale in which non-vanishing m2

S is
generated at k� to reproduce correct electroweak symmetry breaking.) This will illustrate
basic features of electroweak symmetry breaking in our framework, in the minimal setup.
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2.3.2 Higgs sector: κSUSY

We consider a variant on the λSUSY model [67], which has the superpotential of the
Next-to-Minimal Supersymmetric Standard Model (NMSSM) form:

WH = λSHuHd +
κ

3
S3. (2.32)

To distinguish from other λSUSY studies in which the κ term does not play a dominant
role, we call this model κSUSY. We assume that S, Hu, and Hd are all localized to the IR
brane, so we require λ and κ to be perturbative only up to the scale k�, which we take to be
10 – 1000 TeV. For k� = 10 TeV, for example, we obtain λ(MZ) <∼ 1.8 for κ(MZ) = 0.7; for
k� = 1000 TeV, λ(MZ) <∼ 1.1 for κ(MZ) = 0.7.

Because of Eq. (2.31), the only relevant dimensionful parameters for electroweak symmetry
breaking are the gaugino masses, except possibly for the supersymmetry breaking mass for
the S field (which we will introduce in the next subsection). They set the scale for the soft
supersymmetry breaking masses in the scalar potential

V = |λHuHd + κS2|2 + |λSHu|2 + |λSHd|2

+ m2
S|S|2 + m2

Hu
|Hu|2 + m2

Hd
|Hd|2 + (λAλSHuHd −

κ

3
AκS

3 + h.c.)

+
g2

8
(H†

uσ
aHu + H†

dσ
aHd)

2 +
g�2

8
(|Hu|2 − |Hd|2)2, (2.33)

through renormalization group evolution below k�. Successful electroweak symmetry breaking
requires all the S, Hu, and Hd fields to obtain vacuum expectation values, vs ≡ �S�, vu ≡ �Hu�,
and vd ≡ �Hd�.

Once the singlet has a vacuum expectation value, vs, we obtain µ = λvs and Bµ =
λAλvs + κλv2

s = µ(Aλ + κµ/λ), where Bµ is the holomorphic supersymmetry breaking Higgs
mass-squared. We thus obtain the following Higgs mass-squared matrix (in the hu-hd-s basis):

M2
scalar ≡ 1

2
∂2V

∂vi∂vj
= 1

2

�
∂2V

∂vi∂vj
− δij

1
vi

∂V
∂vi

�
= 1

2
×




ḡ2v2
u + 2Bµ

tanβ
(4λ2 − ḡ2)vuvd − 2Bµ 4µvu

�
λ− 2µκ+λAλ

2µ tanβ

�

(4λ2 − ḡ2)vuvd − 2Bµ ḡ2v2
d + 2Bµ tan β 4µvd

�
λ− 2µκ+λAλ

2µ
tan β

�

4µvu

�
λ− 2µκ+λAλ

2µ tanβ

�
4µvd

�
λ− 2µκ+λAλ

2µ
tan β

�
8κBµ

λ

�
1 − 4κµ2(Aλ+Aκ

4 )−λ3Aλvuvd

4κµBµ

�


 ,

(2.34)
where ḡ2 ≡ g2 + g�2, and we have assumed that all three expectation values are real and
nonzero. For us, the Aλ and Aκ terms are small because they are generated essentially only
through weak renormalization group evolution below k�; |Aλ,κ| <∼ O(10 GeV). Other than
contributing to Bµ, they also contribute to singlet-doublet mixing and pseudoscalar masses,
but we will ignore them in the following discussion on the (non-pseudo)scalar spectrum, as
the result is not very sensitive to the values of such small A terms.
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(a) tanβ = 1.2, κ = 1.0, µ = 200 GeV (b) tanβ = 2.0, κ = 1.0, µ = 200 GeV

Figure 2.3: Two representative plots of the scalar mass spectrum in κSUSY. The solid (black),
dot-dashed (red), and dashed (blue) lines represent the masses of the three mass eigenstates, which
at small λ correspond to the SM, heavy-doublet, and singlet like Higgs bosons, respectively. The
horizontal (yellow) line shows mh = 125 GeV, and the dotted (violet) line is the mass of the lightest
Higgs boson with singlet-doublet mixing turned off by hand. In the left figure we see that λ-doublet
mixing is responsible for lowering the mass of the Higgs below its decoupling limit, Eq. (2.35), rather
than doublet-singlet mixing. This is a generic feature for tanβ ∼ 1. In the right figure, we see that
as we increase tanβ, singlet-doublet mixing sets in at lower λ than doublet-doublet mixing but that
both are important in lowering the Higgs mass below Eq. (2.35).

We now discuss important differences between κSUSY and the MSSM as well as previous
λSUSY/NMSSM studies [42, 72, 73]. They are illustrated in Fig. 2.3, where (tree-level) scalar
masses are plotted as a function of λ for sample values of tan β,κ, µ.

• We see that κ plays a crucial role in this theory because it appears in Bµ ⊃ κµ2/λ. It
determines the degree of decoupling of the SM-like Higgs from the heavier scalars. The
limit κ = 0 leads to nearly massless modes and is therefore unacceptable. In fact, as we
shall see, we need κ ∼ λ for a successful theory of electroweak symmetry breaking.

• The new quartic term λ2|HuHd|2 leads to an extra doublet-doublet mixing which
competes against Bµ: M2

12 = (2λ2−ḡ2/2)vuvd−Bµ. As long as 2λ2vuvd < Bµ+ḡ2vuvd/2,
this leads to the well-known enhancement of the Higgs mass in λSUSY; see Eq. (2.35).
However, once 2λ2vuvd > Bµ + ḡ2vuvd/2, the absolute magnitude of the off-diagonal
term now increases with λ which leads to lowering of the Higgs mass through the
very same term. We call this effect λ-doublet mixing. We find that in κSUSY, this
is the main effect that lowers the Higgs mass at large λ and small tan β, rather than
mixing with the singlet; see Fig. 2.3. This is different from Ref. [42], whose potential
contains multiple extra free scales (Bµ, the singlet mass) which are potentially large.
(Their benchmark point has Bµ ≈ 4µ2 = (400 GeV)2. In this region, λ-doublet mixing
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accounts for only 15% of the lowering of the Higgs mass below its decoupling limit,
Eq. (2.35); the rest comes from singlet-doublet mixing.) In fact, in κSUSY, λ ∼ 2 is
excluded for µ ∼ 200 GeV exactly for this reason: The Higgs becomes tachyonic (i.e.
the correct electroweak symmetry breaking vacuum disappears).

• The mass of the singlet-like scalar is not really a free parameter. It decouples together
with the heavy Higgs (Bµ → ∞) but not independently. This kind of relation is to
be expected in a model with a scale-free superpotential, with λ ∼ κ. It is simply an
accidental feature (due to the coefficient in M2

33) that the singlet-like scalar is heavier
than other scalars by a factor of a few, in the limit of no mixing and λ ∼ κ.

• Doublet-singlet mixing now depends on a difference between λ and κ. We find that,
although the singlet-like Higgs is not very heavy, this greatly reduces mixing of the
Higgs doublet component with the singlet and can lead to decoupling of the SM-like
Higgs from the singlet for singlet masses as low as 400 GeV for tan β ∼ 1.

In the limit of small λ-doublet mixing (2λ2vuvd < Bµ + ḡ2vuvd/2) and negligible doublet-
singlet mixing, the tree-level mass of the SM-like Higgs boson is given by

m2
h ≈ M2

Z cos22β + λ2v2 sin22β. (2.35)

In Appendix A, we present analytical formulae for mh that include both large λ-doublet and
singlet-doublet mixings up to second order in an expansion in m2

h/m
2
H (light Higgs mass over

heavy Higgs mass); we also present the exact solution to mh in the regime where λ-doublet
mixing dominates over doublet-singlet mixing as well as in the opposite case.

In Fig. 2.4(a), we present contours of the lightest Higgs boson mass, mh, for typical values
of parameters, where we have added the one-loop top-stop contribution with mt̃ = 450 GeV
and At = 0. In Fig. 2.4(b), we show contours of the charged Higgs boson mass, which is
given by

m2
H+ =

2Bµ

sin 2β
− λ2v2 + M2

W . (2.36)

In the non-decoupling region (Bµ/v
2 >∼ 1) and for λ >

√
2/ sin 2β, the charged Higgs boson

can become tachyonic. On the other hand, its mass cannot significantly fall below 300 GeV
due to constraints from b → sγ. This provides an important constraint on our parameter
space and forces us to choose relatively low values of λ <∼ 1.

Another potential issue is a light pseudoscalar arising from an approximate R symmetry
under which S, Hu, Hd have a charge of 2/3. This symmetry is spontaneously broken by
vs, vu, vd so that there is a light R-axion. This axion obtains a mass through loops of gauginos,
mixing with other axions, such as the QCD axion, and Aλ, Aκ. In Ref. [74], it was determined
that the A terms provide the dominant contribution for 10−3 <∼ |Aλ,κ|/v � 1, which we
satisfy. The mass of the R-axion due to the A terms is given in terms of an expansion in
Aλ,κ/v by

m2
A1

≈ 9
µ

λ

�
λAλ

2

cos2θA

sin 2β
+
κAκ

3
sin2θA

�
+ O(A2

λ,κ), (2.37)
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(a) Higgs mass contours, κ = 0.7, µ = 200 GeV (b) Charged Higgs mass contours, κ = 0.7, µ =
200 GeV

Figure 2.4: Left: Contours of the lightest Higgs boson mass in λ-tanβ plane. We find the expected
rise of the Higgs mass with increasing λ as well as the preference for low tanβ. The λ-doublet mixing
effect is apparent for large λ where the Higgs mass quickly drops to zero.
Right: Contours of the charged Higgs boson mass in the same plane. Relatively low values of λ are
forced by the constraint from b → sγ, which requires mH+ not much below ∼ 300 GeV.

where tan θA = µ/(λv sin 2β) + O(Aλ,κ/v). We see that the mass is the geometric mean of µ
and Aλ,κ times O(1) factors. Since we generically have |Aλ| > 1 GeV, the mass is in tens
of GeVs, so we are safe from the constraint from Υ decays. Since λ,κ are O(1), however,
the Higgs can also decay into the R-axion with a large branching fraction, if this decay
mode is kinematically allowed. Assuming mh = 125 GeV, we find that this happens for
|Aλ| < 10 GeV (neglecting Aκ). Depending on parameters, we can have |Aλ| >∼ 10 GeV, in
which case decays of the lightest Higgs boson are SM-like.

2.3.3 Sample spectra

We here present sample parameter points in κSUSY. To achieve successful electroweak
symmetry breaking, in particular to obtain a sufficiently large µ = λvs, we introduce a
negative soft mass-squared for the singlet at k�, m2

S ∼ −(400 GeV)2. Such a term can arise
naturally if there are (additional) messenger fields f, f̄ on the IR brane which couple to
the S field in the superpotential W = Sff̄ [75]. Here f, f̄ are assumed to be SM-gauge
singlets and have supersymmetric and supersymmetry breaking masses (roughly) of order k�:
Mf ∼

√
F f ∼ k�. (This does not require a strong coincidence because the characteristic scale

on the IR brane is k� ∼ M �
∗.) The A terms generated by f, f̄ loops are small for Mf ∼

√
F f ,
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since both the A terms and the soft mass-squared, m2
S, are generated at the one-loop order.

We present two sample spectra in Figs. 2.5 and 2.6, which correspond respectively to two
different choices of the compositeness scale, k� = 10 TeV and 1000 TeV, and will be discussed
in more detail in Sections 2.3.3.1 and 2.3.3.2. The relevant parameters for electroweak
symmetry breaking are λ, κ, m2

S, and the electroweak gaugino masses M1,2. (We choose
m2

Hu,Hd,Q̃3,Ũ3
, Aλ,κ,t,b ≈ 0 at k�, ignoring loop-suppressed threshold corrections.) The gluino

mass is chosen to be small (but still allowed by the experimental constraint) to alleviate
fine-tuning, and the bino is chosen to be the lightest observable-sector supersymmetric particle
(LOSP). For the gluino mass we add the one-loop threshold correction, which can be as large
as ≈ 20% for the multi-TeV squark masses [76]. In this section, we assume that the gravitino
is heavier than the LOSP, so that the bino is the lightest supersymmetric particle. This is
the case for Mmess

>∼ MPl, or for Mmess
<∼ MPl if there is additional supersymmetry breaking

that does not contribute to the MSSM superparticle masses but pushes up the gravitino
mass above the LOSP mass [77]. If the gravitino is lighter than the bino, somewhat stronger
bounds on the gluino mass would apply [78]. For example, if the bino decays promptly to the
gravitino, then the lower bound is mg̃ ≈ 900 GeV, instead of ≈ 700 GeV.

In presenting the sample points, we also evaluate the amount of fine-tuning, adopting a
conventional criterion [79]

∆ = max
i,j

d log Ai

d log Bj

, (2.38)

where Ai = (m2
h, v

2) and Bj are UV parameters to be specified below. The Ai correspond to
the (θh,hu v̂u + θh,hd

v̂d + θh,sv̂s) and (�vu + �vd)/v directions in the three-dimensional vu, vd, vs

space, respectively, where we define scalar mixing angles in terms of eigenvector overlap:
h = θh,huhu + θh,hd

hd + θh,ss. In the case of λ-doublet or singlet-doublet mixing, fine-tuning
(e.g. due to stops) may be much alleviated compared to the MSSM due to level repulsion
which is generated naturally through large off-diagonal elements in the mass matrix; in the
case of singlet-doublet mixing, this has been analyzed in Ref. [42]. We here point out that
large-mixing, natural scenarios with TeV-scale stops are typically accompanied by drastic
deviations of Higgs couplings, so if the Higgs has only moderate deviations from SM cross
sections and decay rates, then naturalness generically requires light stops. In our analysis, we
choose Bj = λ,κ, m2

S, M1,2,3, k
�, yt, m̃.

2.3.3.1 k� = 10 TeV

The following considerations give a bottom-up picture of what is needed to generate a
natural superpartner spectrum (in the decoupling regime) [48, 80] that radiatively breaks
electroweak symmetry with k� = 10 TeV:

• The fine-tuning constraint (∆−1 >∼ 20%) requires |µ| <∼ 210 GeV, mt̃
<∼ 410 GeV (for

degenerate stop masses without mixing), mg̃
<∼ 790 GeV (at the leading-log level;

the actual bound is significantly weaker because of the effect of strong interactions),
mW̃

<∼ 890 GeV, mB̃
<∼ 2800 GeV, and m̃ <∼ 4 TeV.
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Parameters Spectrum (GeV) Properties
λ = 0.66 mh = 125 µ = −201 GeV
κ = 0.69 mH = 322 tan β = 1.97

m2
S = −(328 GeV)2 ms = 436 θh,s = 0.03

k� = 10 TeV mAs = 71 θH,s = 0.38
m̃ = 4 TeV mA = 367 Aλ = −21 GeV

mH+ = 329 Aκ = −2 GeV
mg̃ = 946 At = 217 GeV

mW̃+,W̃ 0 = 708
mB̃ = 127
mt̃1 = 431
mt̃2 = 467
mb̃1

= 416
mh̃0

2
= 214

mh̃+ = 206
mh̃0

1
= 162

ms̃ = 467

Figure 2.5: A typical mass spectrum for a compositeness scale of k� = 10 TeV. The states with
mixing are labeled by their largest components. In the left diagram, the states are always ordered
from heavy to light. The gluino mass of mg̃ = 946 GeV in the table corresponds to M3 = 801 GeV
at the scale mt̃ obtained using the MSSM renormalization group evolution. The wino is relatively
heavy, which is necessary to generate a mass for the light pseudoscalar mAs > mh/2 through the Aλ

term, in line with recent hints of a Higgs discovery. If the wino is much lighter, the Higgs would
decay almost entirely to pseudoscalars.

• Electroweak symmetry breaking requires λ,κ ∼ 0.7 at low energies, as discussed in the
last section; we also need m2

S ∼ −(400 GeV)2 to generate a sufficiently large µ term.

In Fig. 2.5, we show a typical mass spectrum for k� = 10 TeV, where the lightest Higgs
boson mass is evaluated with the one-loop top-stop contribution added. The production cross
section σ(gg → h) is modified relative to the SM due to non-decoupling stop contributions
and A terms; this sample point has an enhancement of 13%. Unlike in the MSSM, the decay
rate of the Higgs into b̄b is depleted in λSUSY relative to the SM rate. As expanded in
m2

h/m
2
H , the rate is given by (see the AppendixA)

Γ(h → b̄b)

ΓSM(h → b̄b)
= 1 − tan β sin22β

λv
�

|λ2v2 − M2
Z |

2Bµ

. (2.39)

For the k� = 10 TeV spectrum, this formula gives 0.88, within 10% of the exact result,
0.96. Because of this suppression, the branching ratios into other modes are enhanced. In
particular, we find that Br(h → γγ) is increased by 4% with respect to the SM, resulting in
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Parameters Spectrum (GeV) Properties
λ = 0.66 mh = 125 µ = −242 GeV
κ = 0.69 mH = 398 tan β = 2.12

m2
S = −(473 GeV)2 ms = 520 θh,s = 0.04
k� = 1000 TeV mAs = 95 θH,s = 0.37

m̃ = 2 TeV mA = 440 Aλ = −27 GeV
mH+ = 411 Aκ = −7 GeV
mg̃ = 814 At = 344 GeV

mW̃+,W̃ 0 = 677
mB̃ = 130
mt̃1 = 454
mt̃2 = 548
mb̃1

= 507
mh̃0

2
= 255

mh̃+ = 247
mh̃0

1
= 205

ms̃ = 546

Figure 2.6: A typical mass spectrum for a compositeness scale of k� = 1000 TeV. Definitions are
as in Fig. 2.5. The gluino mass of mg̃ = 814 GeV corresponds to M3 = 710 GeV at the scale mt̃

obtained using the MSSM renormalization group evolution.

an enhancement of σ(gg → h) × Br(h → γγ) of 18%. This effect of an enhanced γγ signal
has been observed for a different parameter space of λSUSY in Ref. [42]; however, here the
effect is not large and the decays are practically SM-like. Notice in particular the small
mixing of the Higgs with the singlet as anticipated in section 2.3.2. For our k� = 10 TeV
point, decay rate times branching ratio of both the heavy Higgs and the singlet into WW or
ZZ is four orders of magnitude below that of the SM Higgs of the same mass, which makes
them invisible to SM Higgs searches. For the fine-tuning parameter, we obtain ∆−1 = 19%,
consistent with expectations based on the general argument.

The heavy Higgs decays into AsAs, AsZ, and t̄t, with As decaying predominantly into b̄b.
The singlet decays into AsAs, AsZ, t̄t, and h̃+h̃−. Due to associated Z production, discovery
of these particles may be possible at e+e− colliders such as the ILC/CLIC.

2.3.3.2 k� = 1000 TeV

The fine-tuning constraint will be more severe for k� = 1000 TeV than for k� = 10 TeV
because of the large log(k�/TeV) = 6.9. Performing the same bottom-up analysis as in the
case of k� = 10 TeV, we find:

• The fine-tuning constraint (∆−1 >∼ 10%) requires |µ| <∼ 290 GeV, mt̃
<∼ 370 GeV (for

degenerate stop masses without mixing), mg̃
<∼ 460 GeV (again at the leading-log level),
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mW̃
<∼ 800 GeV, mB̃

<∼ 2500 GeV, and m̃ <∼ 3.6 TeV.

For k� = 1000 TeV, the theory is expected to be fine-tuned at the 10% level.
In Fig. 2.6, we show a typical mass spectrum for k� = 1000 TeV. We find that, as in

the k� = 10 TeV case, the phenomenology of the Higgs is mostly SM-like: the production
cross section σ(gg → h) is enhanced by 9% relative to the SM; Eq. (2.39) gives 0.92 as the
decay rate of the Higgs to b̄b with respective to the SM, whereas the exact result is 0.96.
This translates into an increase of σ(gg → h) × Br(h → γγ) of 13% with respect to the SM.
As for the heavy Higgs or the singlet, we again find four orders of magnitude suppression of
production cross section times branching ratio into WW or ZZ compared to the SM Higgs
with the same mass. We find fine-tuning of ∆−1 = 10% for this sample point, which is in
agreement with expectations.

We find that if we relax our requirement of tuning slightly, we can choose k� to be much
larger than 1000 TeV without conflicting with Landau pole constraints. We, however, note
that two-loop stop contributions to the Higgs quartic are negative and the theory will therefore
require larger λ,κ, so it is not obvious that this statement will hold at two loops. Using
the tree-level potential as the other extreme to the one-loop potential, one finds that large
λ,κ ∼ 0.8 – 0.9 are needed to push the Higgs mass high enough and one cannot take k�

much higher than 1000 TeV due to Landau pole constraints. The truth is expected to lie
somewhere between the tree-level and one-loop situations.

2.4 Flat Space Realization
We now discuss realizing our basic setup, Fig. 2.1, using a flat space extra dimension.

An obvious way to do this is to simply turn off the curvature in models of Section 2.2. The
analysis then goes similarly with the replacement k� → 1/πR, except that we now do not
have a large desert above the compactification scale, 1/R, so we cannot have the high-scale
see-saw mechanism or conventional gauge coupling unification.

In this section, we pursue an alternative realization, adopting supersymmetry breaking by
boundary conditions associated with a compact extra dimension [81]. Our model is essentially
that in Ref. [82]. Specifically, we consider an SU(3)C ⊗ SU(2)L ⊗ U(1)Y gauge theory in
5D, with the extra dimension compactified on S1/Z2: 0 ≤ y ≤ πR. We introduce three
generations of matter and Higgs fields in the bulk, but localize the third-generation quark
doublet, right-handed top, and Higgs multiplets to the y = πR brane:

MQ3,U3,Hu,Hd
� − 1

πR
, (2.40)

where MΦ represents bulk masses as in previous sections. When supersymmetry is broken by
twisted boundary conditions with twist parameter α, we obtain

mQ̃3,Ũ3,Hu,Hd
� mΨ̃1,2,D̃3,L̃3,Ẽ3

=
α

R
, (2.41)
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at the scale 1/R, where we have taken

|MΨ1,2,D3,L3,E3 | �
1

πR
. (2.42)

This condition guarantees that the first two generation sfermions are nearly degenerate in
mass, avoiding stringent constraints from flavor violation.

To obtain the spectrum we want, we take α/R to be in the multi-TeV region. For the
gauge multiplets, we introduce sizable gauge kinetic terms on (one or both) branes, which
control the size of the gaugino masses:

MA =
πRg2

4,A

g2
5,A

α

R
, (2.43)

where g5,A and g4,A are the 5D bulk and 4D gauge couplings, respectively, with g4,A given by

1

g2
4,A

=
πR

g2
5,A

+
1

g̃2
0,A

+
1

g̃2
π,A

, (2.44)

in terms of g5,A and the brane-localized gauge couplings at y = 0 and πR, g̃0,A and g̃π,A. We
take MA to be in the sub-TeV region.

Introducing a singlet field S together with the superpotential λSHuHd + f(S) on the
y = πR brane, the analysis of electroweak symmetry breaking goes as in the previous section,
with the identification

k� → 1

πR
, m̃ → α

R
. (2.45)

A negative soft mass-squared for S can be induced, for example, by introducing some bulk
field that has a Yukawa coupling to S on the y = πR brane.

In the present model, the two circles in Fig. 2.1 are interpreted as the 5D bulk (left)
and the y = πR brane (right), rather than the y = 0 and πR branes as in previous models.
Because of Eq. (2.42), only a part of the Yukawa hierarchy can be explained by wavefunction
profiles. With Eqs. (2.40, 2.42) the Yukawa matrices obtain the following structure from the
wavefunctions:

yu ∼




�2 �2 �
�2 �2 �
� � 1


 , yd ∼




�2 �2 �2

�2 �2 �2

� � �


 , ye ∼




�2 �2 �2

�2 �2 �2

�2 �2 �2


 , (2.46)

where O(1) factors are omitted in each element, and � ≡ 1/
√
πR is the volume dilution factor.

The structure beyond this must come from that of 5D Yukawa couplings between matter and
Higgs on the y = πR brane.
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2.5 Conclusions
In this chapter we have presented supersymmetric models in which light stops are obtained

while keeping near flavor degeneracy for the first two generation sfermions. Such a spectrum is
motivated by the naturalness argument together with the recent LHC data. Our construction
is based on the basic picture in Fig. 2.1: being “close to” electroweak symmetry breaking
implies being “away from” supersymmetry breaking, and vice versa. In models where the
two sectors correspond to the two branes at the opposite ends of a (warped or flat) extra
dimension, the desired superpartner spectra are obtained while reproducing the hierarchy in
the Yukawa matrices through wavefunction profiles of the quark/lepton fields. A relatively
large Higgs boson mass, including mh = 125 GeV, can be easily accommodated if the scale of
Kaluza-Klein excitations is low. For models in warped space, the AdS/CFT correspondence
allows us to interpret them in terms of purely 4D theories in which the top and Higgs (and
the left-handed bottom) multiplets are composites of some strongly interacting sector. An
alternative realization of the picture in Fig. 2.1 is obtained by identifying the two sectors as the
bulk of a flat extra dimension and a brane on its boundary, and by breaking supersymmetry
by boundary conditions, which we have also discussed.

In the coming years, the LHC will be exploring the parameter regions of supersymmetric
theories in which the stops (and the left-handed sbottom) are light. If electroweak symmetry
breaking is indeed natural in the conventional sense, the LHC will find the stops in the
sub-TeV region. If not, and if the SM-like Higgs boson is confirmed with mh � 125 GeV, then
we would be led to consider that supersymmetry is absent at low energies, or it is realized in
a somewhat fine-tuned form, perhaps along the lines of scenarios considered in Refs. [83–85].
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Chapter 3

Quantum Mechanics and the
Cosmological Constant

3.1 Introduction
An explanation of a small but nonzero cosmological constant is one of the major successes

of the picture that our (observable) universe is one of the many different universes in which
low energy physical laws take different forms [33]. Such a picture is also suggested theoretically
by eternal inflation [35, 36] and the string landscape [34]. This elegant picture, however, has
been suffering from the predictivity crisis caused by an infinite number of events occurring
in eternally inflating spacetime. To make physical predictions, we need to deal with these
infinities and define physically sensible probabilities [86].

Recently, a well-defined framework to describe the eternally inflating multiverse has
been proposed based on the principles of quantum mechanics [38]. In this framework, the
multiverse is described as quantum branching processes viewed from a single “observer”
(geodesic), and the probabilities are given by a simple Born-like rule applied to the quantum
state describing the entire multiverse. Any physical questions—either regarding global
properties of the universe or outcomes of particular experiments—can be answered by using
this single probability formula, providing complete unification of the eternally inflating
multiverse and many worlds in quantum mechanics. Moreover, the state describing the
multiverse is defined on the “observer’s” past light cones bounded by (stretched) apparent
horizons; namely, consistent description of the entire multiverse is obtained in these limited
spacetime regions. This leads to a dramatic change of views on spacetime and gravity.

In this chapter we present a calculation of the probability distribution of the cosmological
constant in this new framework of the quantum multiverse.1 We fix other physical parameters
and ask what values of the cosmological constant Λ we are likely to observe. In §3.2 we begin
by reviewing the proposal of Ref. [38], and we then explain how cosmological parameters can

1For earlier studies of the cosmological constant in the context of geometric cutoff measures, see
Refs. [87–91].
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be calculated in §3.3. While the framework itself is well-defined, any practical calculation
is necessarily approximate, since we need to model “experimenters” who actually make
observations. In our context, we need to consider galaxy formation and life evolution therein,
which we will do in §3.4. We present the result of our calculation in §3.5. We find that,
in contrast to the case with some earlier measures [21, 92], the measure of Ref. [38] does
not lead to unwanted preference for a negative cosmological constant—in fact, a positive
value is preferred. We find that a simple anthropic condition based on metallicity of stars is
sufficient to make the calculated distribution consistent with the observed value at an order
of magnitude level. We conclude in §3.6.

Appendix B lists formulae for galaxy formation used in our analysis. Appendix C discusses
the anthropic condition coming from metallicity of stars.

3.2 Probabilities in the Quantum-Mechanical
Multiverse

Here we review aspects of the framework of Ref. [38] which are relevant to our calculation.
In this framework, the entire multiverse is described as a single quantum state as viewed from
a single “observer” (geodesic). It allows us to make well-defined predictions in the multiverse
(both cosmological and terrestrial), based on the principles of quantum mechanics.

Let us begin by considering a scattering process in usual (non-gravitational) quantum
field theory. Suppose we collide an electron and a positron, with well-defined momenta and
spins: |e+e−� at t = −∞. According to the laws of quantum mechanics, the evolution of the
state is deterministic. In a relativistic regime, however, this evolution does not preserve the
particle number or species, so we find

Ψ(t = −∞) =
��e+e−

�
→ Ψ(t = +∞) = ce

��e+e−
�

+ cµ

��µ+µ−� + · · · , (3.1)

when we expand the state in terms of the free theory states (which is appropriate for t → ±∞
when interactions are weak). The Hilbert space of the theory is (isomorphic to) the Fock
space

H =
∞�

n=0

H⊗n
1P , (3.2)

where H1P is the single-particle Hilbert space. Various “final states,” |e+e−� , |µ+µ−� , · · · , in
Eq. (3.1) arise simply because the time evolution operator causes “hopping” between different
components of the Fock space in Eq. (3.2).

The situation in the multiverse is quite analogous. Suppose the universe was in an eternally
inflating (quasi-de Sitter) phase Σ at some early time t = t0. In general, the evolution of this
state is not along the axes determined by operators local in spacetime. Therefore, at late
times, the state is a superposition of different “states”

Ψ(t = t0) = |Σ� → Ψ(t) =
�

i

ci(t) |(cosmic) configuration i� , (3.3)
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when expanded in terms of the states corresponding to definite semi-classical configurations.
The Hilbert space of the theory is (isomorphic to)

H =
�

M
HM, HM = HM,bulk ⊗ HM,horizon, (3.4)

where HM is the Hilbert space for a fixed semi-classical spacetime M, and consists of the bulk
and horizon parts HM,bulk and HM,horizon. (The quantum states are defined on the “observer’s”
past light cones bounded by apparent horizons.) The final state of Eq. (3.3) becomes a
superposition of different semi-classical configurations because the evolution operator for Ψ(t)
allows “hopping” between different HM in Eq. (3.4).

As discussed in detail in Ref. [38], any physical question can be phrased as: “Given what
we know about our past light cone, A, what is the probability of that light cone to have
properties B as well?” This probability is given by

P (B|A) =

�
dt �Ψ(t)| OA∩B |Ψ(t)��
dt �Ψ(t)| OA |Ψ(t)� , (3.5)

assuming that the multiverse is in a pure state |Ψ(t)�. (The mixed state case can be treated
similarly.) Here, OA is the projection operator

OA =
�

i

|αA,i� �αA,i| , (3.6)

where |αA,i� represents a set of orthonormal states in the Hilbert space of Eq. (3.4), i.e.
possible past light cones, that satisfy condition A (and similarly for OA∩B). Despite the fact
that the t integrals in Eq. (3.5) run from t = t0 to ∞, the resulting P (B|A) is well-defined,
since |Ψ(t)� is continually “diluted” into supersymmetric Minkowski states [38].

The formula in Eq. (3.5) (or its mixed state version) can be used to answer questions both
regarding global properties of the universe and outcomes of particular experiments. This,
therefore, provides complete unification of the two concepts: the eternally inflating multiverse
and many worlds in quantum mechanics [38].2 To predict/postdict physical parameters x,
we need to choose A to select the situation for “premeasurement” without conditioning on
x. We can then use various different values (ranges) of x for B, to obtain the probability
distribution P (x). In the next section, we discuss this procedure in more detail, in the context
of calculating the probability distribution of the vacuum energy, x = ρΛ ≡ Λ/8πGN .

2The claim that the multiverse and many worlds are the same has also been made recently in Ref. [21],
but the physical picture there is very different. Those authors argue that quantum mechanics has operational
meaning only under the existence of causal horizons because making probabilistic predictions requires
decoherence with degrees of freedom outside the horizons. Our picture does not require such an extra agent
to define probabilities (or quantum mechanics). The evolution of our Ψ(t) is deterministic and unitary.
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3.3 Predicting/Postdicting Cosmological Parameters
In order to use Eq. (3.5) to predict/postdict physical parameters, we need to know the

relevant properties of both the state |Ψ(t)� (or its bulk part ρbulk ≡ Trhorizon |Ψ(t)� �Ψ(t)|)
and the operators OA and OA∩B. Here we discuss them in turn.

In general, the state |Ψ(t)� depends on the dynamics of the multiverse, including the
scalar potential in the landscape, as well as the initial condition, e.g. at t = t0. Given
limited current theoretical technology, this introduces uncertainties in predicting physical
parameters. However, there are certain cases in which these uncertainties are under control.
Consider x = ρΛ. We are interested only in a range a few orders of magnitude around
ρΛ,obs � (0.0024 eV)4 [93], which is tiny compared with the theoretically expected range
−M4

Pl
<∼ ρΛ <∼ M4

Pl. Therefore, unless the multiverse dynamics or initial condition has a
special correlation with the value of the vacuum energy in the standard model (SM) vacua, we
expect that the probabilities of having these vacua in |Ψ(t)� is statistically uniform in x within
the range of interest. (This corresponds to the standard assumption of statistical uniformity
of the prior distribution of ρΛ [33].) The distribution of x = ρΛ is then determined purely by
the dynamics inside the SM universes, i.e., the probability of developing experimenters who
actually make observations of the vacuum energies.

Let us now turn to the operators OA and OA∩B. In order to predict the value of the
vacuum energy which a given experimenter will observe, we need to choose OA to select a
particular “premeasurement” situation for that experimenter, i.e.

P (ρΛ) dρΛ = P (B|A),

�
A : a particular “premeasurement” situation
B : ρΛ < vacuum energy < ρΛ + dρΛ,

(3.7)

where P (B|A) is defined in Eq. (3.5). Here, we have assumed that the number of SM vacua
is sufficiently large for ρΛ to be treated as continuous in the range of interest. In general,
the specification of the premeasurement situation can be arbitrarily precise; for example,
we can consider a particular person taking a particular posture in a particular room, with
the tip of the light cone used to define |Ψ(t)� located at a particular point in space. In
practice, however, we are interested in the vacuum energy “a generic observer” will measure.
We therefore need to relax the condition we impose as A; in other words, we need to “coarse
grain” the premeasurement situation. In fact, some coarse graining is always necessary when
we apply the formalism to postdiction (see discussions in Ref. [38]).

What condition A should we impose then? To address this issue, let us take the semi-
classical picture of the framework, discussed in §2 of Ref. [38]. In this picture, the probability
is given by

P (B|A) = lim
n→∞

NA∩B

NA

, (3.8)

where NA is the number of past light cones that satisfy A and are encountered by one of
the n geodesics emanating from randomly distributed points on the initial hypersurface at
t = t0. (This is equivalent to Eq. (3.5) in the regime where the semi-classical picture is valid.)
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Since we vary only ρΛ, all the SM universes look essentially identical at early times when the
vacuum energy is negligible. The assumed lack of statistical correlation between ρΛ and the
multiverse dynamics then implies that we can consider a fixed number of geodesics emanating
from a fixed physical volume at an early time (e.g. at reheating) in these universes, and
see what fraction of these geodesics find the “premeasurement” situation A in each of these
universes.

Given that we are focusing on the SM universes in which only the values of ρΛ are different,
it is reasonable to expect that all the experimenters look essentially identical for different
ρΛ, at least statistically—in particular, we assume that they have similar sizes, masses, and
lifetimes. With this “coarse graining,” the condition A can be taken, e.g., as: the geodesic
intersects with the body of an experimenter at some time during their life. In practice, this
makes the probability proportional to the fraction of a fixed comoving volume at an early time
that later intersects with the body of an observer. Note that the details of the condition A here
do not matter for the final results—for example, we can replace the “body” by “head” or “nose”
without changing the results because its effect drops out from the normalized probability.
Thus, in this situation (and any situation in which condition A can be formulated entirely in
terms of things directly encountered by the geodesic), the semi-classical approximation to
the scheme of Ref. [38] can be calculated as the fat geodesic measure outlined in Ref. [94].3
We emphasize that the consistent quantum-mechanical solution to the measure problem in
Ref. [38] forces this choice on us.

We can now present the formula for P (ρΛ) in a more manageable form. Since the
probability for one of the geodesics to intersect an experimenter is proportional to the number
of experimenters and the density of geodesics, we have

P (ρΛ) ∝
�

a∈habitable galaxies
Nobs,a ρgeod,a, (3.9)

where Nobs,a and ρgeod,a are, respectively, the total number of observers/experimenters and
the density of geodesics in a “habitable” galaxy a. Here, we have approximated that ρgeod,a is
constant throughout the galaxy a. Note that since we count intersections of experimenters
with geodesics, rather than just the number of observers (as in much previous work, e.g. [87]),
our results differ from such previous results by our factor of ρgeod,a. Our remaining task, then,
is to come up with a scheme that can “model” Nobs,a and ρgeod,a reasonably well so that the
final result is not far from the truth.

3.4 Approximating Observers
In this section, we convert Eq. (3.9) into an analytic expression that allows us to compute

P (ρΛ) numerically. We focus on presenting the basic logic behind our arguments. Detailed
3To our knowledge, no detailed study of the probability distribution of the cosmological constant according

to the fat geodesic measure has been published prior to this work.
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forms of the functions appearing below, e.g. F (M, t) and H(t�; M, t), as well as useful fitting
functions, are given in Appendix B.

Let us begin with Nobs,a. We assume that, at a given time t, the number of observers
arising in a given galaxy a is proportional to the total number of baryons in a

dNobs,a

dt
(t) ∝∼ NB,a(t), (3.10)

as long as stars are luminous. This assumption is reasonable if the rate of forming observers
is sufficiently small, which appears to be the case in our universe. To estimate the number
of baryons existing in galaxies, we use the standard Press-Schechter formalism [95], which
provides the fraction of matter collapsed into halos of mass larger than M by time t, F (M, t).
Since the amount of baryons collapsed is proportional to that of matter, we can use this
function F to estimate the number of observers and find4

P (ρΛ)
?∝∼ −

�
dt

�
dM

dF (M, t)

dM
ρgeod(M, t). (3.11)

The expression of Eq. (3.11) does not take into account the fact that forming intelligent
observers takes time, or that observers appear only when stars are luminous (which we
postulate, motivated by the assumption that we are typical observers). To include these
effects, we use the extended Press-Schechter formalism [96], which gives the probability
H(t�; M, t) that a halo of mass M at time t virialized before t�. The probability density P (ρΛ)
can then be written as

P (ρΛ)
?∝∼ −

�
dt

�
dM

dF (M, t)

dM
∆H(tevol, tburn; M, t)ρgeod(M, t), (3.12)

where ∆H(tevol, tburn; M, t) = H(t− tevol; M, t)−H(t− tburn; M, t), and tevol and tburn are the
time needed for intelligent observers to evolve and the characteristic lifetime of stars which
limits the existence of life, respectively.

The density of geodesics ρgeod(M, t) is proportional to that of a dark matter halo of mass
M at time t, which is given by its average virial density:

ρgeod(M, t) ≈
�

dF (M, t∗)

dM

�−1 � t∗

0

dt� ρvir(t
�)

d2F (M, t�)

dMdt�
, (3.13)

where t∗ = min{t, tstop(M)} with tstop(M) the time after which the number of halos of mass
M starts decreasing, i.e. when merging into larger structures dominates over formation of
new halos: d2F/dMdt|t=tstop(M) = 0. (For the explicit expression of ρvir, see Appendix B.) In
the interest of speeding up numerical calculation, we approximate this by the virial density at
the time when the rate of matter collapsing into a halo of mass M , i.e. −d2F/dMdt, becomes
maximum:

ρgeod(M, t) ≈ ρvir(τ(M)) , (3.14)
4Note that the sign of dF/dM is negative because of the definition of F .
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where τ(M) is given by
d3F (M, t)

dMdt2

����
t=τ(M)

= 0. (3.15)

This approximation is indeed reasonable at the level of precision we are interested in: it
works at the level of 20% for t >∼ 1.7τ(M) where the contribution to P (ρΛ) almost entirely
comes from.

Finally, there will be several additional anthropic conditions for a halo to be able to host
intelligent observers. For example, the mass of a halo may have to be larger than some critical
value Mmin to efficiently form stars [97], and smaller than Mmax for the galaxy to be cooled
efficiently [12, 98]. Considering these factors, we finally obtain from Eqs. (3.12) and (3.14)

P (ρΛ) = − 1

N

� tf

tevol

dt

� Mmax

Mmin

dM
dF (M, t)

dM
∆H(tevol, tburn; M, t)ρvir(τ(M)) n(M, t), (3.16)

where N is the normalization factor. Here,

tf =

�
∞ for ρΛ ≥ 0

tcrunch ≡
�

π
6GN |ρΛ| for ρΛ < 0,

(3.17)

and we have put anthropic conditions besides Mmin,max in the form of a function n. Note
that F , H, and ρvir (and possibly n) all depend on the value of the vacuum energy ρΛ; see
Appendix B.

In summary, (dF/dM) ∆H|tevol,tburn
n dMdt counts the (expected) number of observers

in halos with mass between M and M + dM at time between t and t + dt, and ρvir(τ) is
proportional to the density of geodesics in such a halo and time, and so Eq. (3.16) gives
the probability by counting their intersections (as in Eq. (3.9)), with n implementing some
anthropic conditions. One well-motivated origin for n is metallicity of stars, which affects
the rate of planet formation (see e.g. Refs. [99, 100]). Here we simply model this effect by
multiplying some power m of integrated star formation up to time t − tevol, which we assume
to be proportional to the integrated galaxy formation rate for M > Mmin:

n(M, t) ∝∼
�
F (Mmin, min{t − tevol, t̃stop}) − F (M, min{t − tevol, t̃stop})

�m
, (3.18)

where t̃stop is determined by d{F (Mmin, t
�) − F (M, t�)}/dt�|t�=t̃stop = 0. (For the derivation

of this expression, see Appendix C.) Motivated by the observation that the formation rate
of certain (though not Earth-like) planets is proportional to the second power of host star
metallicity [100], we consider the case m = 2, as well as m = 1.5

5There is observational data for metallicity of galaxies in our universe [101], which our crude model here
does not reproduce quantitatively. However, when we straightforwardly extrapolate the empirical data to
other universes, the same regions of the integrand in Eq. (3.16) are suppressed/enhanced so that the effect
on our calculation is qualitatively the same. It must be noted, though, that the strength of the effect may
change; e.g. P (ρΛ) for our model with m = 1 is qualitatively similar to the distribution obtained using the
observation-motivated method with m = 3.
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Another possible anthropic condition comes from the fact that if a halo is too dense,
it may not host a habitable solar system because of the effects of close encounters [102].
Following Ref. [12], we assume this anthropic condition to take the form

n�σ†v† <∼
1

tcr
, (3.19)

where n�, σ†, v†, and tcr are the density of stars, critical “kill” cross section, relative velocity
of encounters, and some timescale relevant for the condition. Since n� ∝ ρvir, v† ∼ vvir ∝
M1/3ρ

1/6
vir , and σ† and tcr are (expected to be) independent of M and ρvir, this is translated

into
n(M, t) = Θ

�
ρ̃max − ρvir(τ(M))

� M

Mmin

�2/7
�

, (3.20)

where Θ(x) is the step function (= 1 for x ≥ 0 and = 0 for x < 0), and we have normalized
M by Mmin.

The value of ρ̃max is highly uncertain. One way to estimate it is to follow Ref. [12] and
take

n� ∼ (1 pc)−3
� ρvir

ρvir,MW

�
, σ† ∼ πr2

AU, v† ∼ vvir ∼
�

Tvir,MW

mp

� M

MMW

�1/3� ρvir

ρvir,MW

�1/6

,

(3.21)
where mp is the proton mass, rAU � 1.5 × 108 km is the Sun-Earth distance, and
ρvir,MW ∼ 2×10−26 g/cm3, Tvir,MW ∼ 5×105 K, and MMW ∼ 1×1012M⊙ are the virial density,
virial temperature, and mass of the Milky Way galaxy, respectively. Using tcr ∼ tevol = 5 Gyr,
Eq. (3.19) leads to

ρ̃max ∼ 9 × 103 ρvir,MW

�MMW

Mmin

�2/7

∼ 3 × 10−22 g/cm3. (3.22)

This corresponds to the constraint from direct encounters, i.e. the orbit of a planet being
disrupted by the passage of a nearby star. There can also be a constraint from indirect
encounters: a passing star perturbs an Oort cloud in the outer part of the solar system,
triggering a lethal comet impact [12]. For a fixed M , this constraint can be about four orders
of magnitude stronger than Eq. (3.22)

ρ̃max ∼ 3 × 10−26 g/cm3; (3.23)

namely, our Milky Way galaxy may lie at the edge of allowed parameter space.
In our analysis below, we consider either or both of the above conditions Eqs. (3.18)

and (3.20). In the real world, there are (almost certainly) more conditions needed for
intelligent life to develop. However, incorporating these conditions would likely improve the
prediction/postdiction for ρΛ. In this sense, our analysis may be viewed as a “conservative”
assessment for the success of the framework, although it is still subject to uncertainties
coming from the modeling of observers.
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Figure 3.1: The normalized probability distribution of the vacuum energy P (ρΛ) as a function of
ρΛ/ρΛ,obs. The left panel shows P (ρΛ) with the metallicity condition, Eq. (3.18), with m = 0 (i.e.
no condition; dashed, blue), m = 1 (dot-dashed, red), and m = 2 (solid, black). The right panel
shows P (ρΛ) with the upper bound ρ̃max, Eq. (3.20), with ρ̃max = ∞ (i.e. no constraint; dashed,
blue), 6 × 10−26 g/cm3 (dotted, purple), 4.5 × 10−26 g/cm3 (dot-dashed, red), and 3 × 10−26 g/cm3

(solid, black).

3.5 Distribution of the Cosmological Constant
Our modeling of observers has several parameters which need to be determined phe-

nomenologically: Eq. (3.16) contains Mmin, Mmax, tevol, and tburn, while Eq. (3.20) contains
ρ̃max. We take the “minimum” galaxy mass appearing in Eq. (3.16) to be

Mmin = 2 × 1011M⊙, (3.24)

below which the efficiency of star formation drops abruptly [97]. For tevol, and tburn, we take
them approximately to be the age of the Earth and lifetime of the Sun, respectively:

tevol = 5 Gyr, tburn = 10 Gyr. (3.25)

In our analysis below, we use Eqs. (3.24) and (3.25); we do not impose the constraint from
galaxy cooling, i.e. we set Mmax = ∞. While the values of these parameters are highly
uncertain, our results are not very sensitive to these values. The dependence of our results
on them will be discussed at the end of this section.

In Fig. 3.1, we present the normalized probability distribution for the vacuum energy
P (ρΛ) as a function of ρΛ/ρΛ,obs, under several assumptions about the function n:

(i) “minimal” anthropic condition: n(M, t) = 1

(ii) metallicity condition: Eq. (3.18) with m = 1 and 2

(iii) maximum virial density condition: Eq. (3.20) with ρ̃max = {3 × 10−26, 4.5 × 10−26,
6 × 10−26} g/cm3, which are {1, 1.5, 2} times the value in Eq. (3.23).
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P (ρΛ > 0) P (ρΛ < 0)
No condition 97% 3%

Metallicity, m = 1 87% 13%
Metallicity, m = 2 75% 25%

ρ̃max = 6 × 10−26 g/cm3 92% 8%
ρ̃max = 4.5 × 10−26 g/cm3 83% 17%
ρ̃max = 3 × 10−26 g/cm3 63% 37%

Table 3.1: The probability of observing a positive and negative cosmological constant, P (ρΛ > 0)
and P (ρΛ < 0), for six assumptions on the anthropic condition. In all cases, a positive value is
preferred over a negative one, consistent with observation.

(The result with ρ̃max given by Eq. (3.22) is virtually identical to the case with the minimal
anthropic condition.) The left panel presents the effects of metallicity, showing (i) and (ii),
while the right panel those of ρ̃max, with (i) and (iii).

Interestingly, in all cases, our predictions prefer a positive cosmological constant over a
negative one, as opposed to the situation in earlier measure proposals where strong preferences
to negative values have been found [21, 92]. In Table 3.1, we provide the probabilities of
having ρΛ > 0 (and < 0) in all six anthropic scenarios. The absence of an unwanted
preference towards negative ρΛ is satisfactory, especially given that the measure of Ref. [38]
was not devised to cure this problem. It comes from the fact that the present measure does
not have a large volume effect associated with the global geometry of anti-de Sitter space,
which was responsible for a strong preference for negative ρΛ in earlier, geometric cutoff
measures [21, 92]. In contrast with these measures, the quantum measure of Ref. [38] does not
count the number of events; rather, it gives quantum-mechanical weights for “situations,” i.e.
quantum-mechanical states as described from the viewpoint of a single observer (geodesic).
The preference towards a positive value comes from the fact that for ρΛ > 0 some observers
still form after vacuum energy domination, while for ρΛ < 0 it is not possible due to the big
crunch.

Figure 3.1 shows that P (ρΛ) is always peaked near ρΛ = 0, with the distribution becoming
wider as the anthropic condition gets weaker. In Fig. 3.2, we plot the same distributions
in logarithmic scale for ρΛ/ρΛ,obs, limiting ourselves to ρΛ > 0. To show the probability
density per tenfold, the vertical axis is chosen as ρΛP (ρΛ)/ρΛ,obs. From these figures, we find
that our anthropic assumptions lead to results that are consistent with the observed value
within one or two orders of magnitude. In particular, metallicity alone is enough to bring the
agreement to an order of magnitude level. This is because mergers, which lead to an increase
in metallicity, are suppressed for larger values of ρΛ due to earlier vacuum energy domination.
This result is comfortable, especially given that the constraint from encounters is effective
only if ρ̃max is close to the Milky Way value, as in Eq. (3.23). Given our crude treatment of
observers, we consider these results quite successful.
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Figure 3.2: Same as Fig. 3.1, but the horizontal axis now in logarithmic scale. To show the probability
density per tenfold, the vertical axis is chosen to be ρΛP (ρΛ)/ρΛ,obs. The distributions are normalized
in the region ρΛ > 0.

Finally, we discuss the sensitivity of our results to variations of Mmin, Mmax, tevol, and
tburn, which can be thought of as “systematic effects” of our analysis. In Fig. 3.3, we show
the distributions of P (ρΛ) with the m = 2 metallicity constraint, varying the values of Mmin,
Mmax, tevol, and tburn, respectively. We find that, while the detailed shape of P (ρΛ) does
change, our main conclusions are robust: (i) There is no strong preference to a negative
vacuum energy; in fact, a positive value is preferred. (ii) The predicted distribution of ρΛ
is consistent with the observed value at an order of magnitude level with the metallicity
constraint.
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Figure 3.3: The normalized probability distribution P (ρΛ) with the metallicity condition, Eq. (3.18),
with m = 2. In the upper-left panel, Mmin is varied as 2 × 1011M⊙ (solid, black), 6 × 1011M⊙ (dot-
dashed, red), and 0.67 × 1011M⊙ (dashed, blue); and in the upper-right, Mmax as ∞ (solid, black),
1014M⊙ (dashed, blue), 1013M⊙ (dot-dashed, red), and 2 × 1012M⊙ (dotted, purple). The lower
left and right panels vary tevol and tburn as {(solid, black), (dot-dashed, red), (dashed, blue)} =
{5, 1, 0} Gyr and {10, 7, 15} Gyr, respectively.

3.6 Conclusions
In this chapter, we have studied the probability distribution of the cosmological constant

(or the vacuum energy ρΛ) in the multiverse, using the quantum measure proposed in Ref. [38].
We have found that this measure does not lead to a strong preference for negative ρΛ,
as opposed to earlier measures proposed based on geometric cutoffs, because it does not
experience a large volume effect associated with the global geometry of anti-de Sitter space.
Moreover, we have found that a positive value of ρΛ is preferred, consistent with observation.

We have found that a simple, intuitive condition based on metallicity is enough to
reproduce the observed value of ρΛ at an order of magnitude level. This is comfortable
because effects from other possible anthropic conditions, such as the ones from encounters, are
much more sensitive to the details of the conditions. In Fig. 3.4, we present the normalized
distribution P (ρΛ) with the m = 2 metallicity constraint, where the 1 and 2σ regions are
indicated. We find that the observed value is consistent with the calculated distribution at
the 1σ level.
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Figure 3.4: The normalized probability distribution P (ρΛ) with a metallicity condition: Eq. (3.18)
with m = 2. The light and dark shaded regions indicate those between 1 and 2σ, and outside 2σ,
respectively. The observed value ρΛ/ρΛ,obs = 1 (denoted by a vertical line) is consistent with the
distribution at the 1σ level.

It would be interesting to refine our analysis including more detailed anthropic effects,
such as those of star formation. Another possible extension of the analysis is to vary other
cosmological parameters, such as the primordial density contrast Q and spatial curvature Ωk

(at a specified time), in addition to ρΛ. We plan to study these issues in the future.
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Appendix A

Analytical Formulae for the κSUSY
Higgs Mass

We first describe the effects of λ-doublet mixing in the non-decoupling regime,
2λ2vuvd ∼ Bµ + vuvdḡ

2/2, in terms of an expansion in m2
h/m

2
H (light Higgs mass over heavy

Higgs mass) up to second order. For this purpose, we suspend doublet-singlet mixing in this
paragraph; it will be discussed below. We find that to first order in the above mentioned
expansion, the light Higgs mass is given by

m2
h ≈ M2

Z cos22β + λ2v2 sin22β

�
1 − λ2v2 − M2

Z

2Bµ

sin 2β

�
, (A.1)

where we have used the zeroth order result m2
H = 2Bµ/ sin 2β. This approximation is valid

to within 10% for tan β >∼ 2 with κ = 1, µ = 200 GeV. Performing the expansion to second
order in m2

h/m
2
H , we obtain

m2
h ≈ m2

h,0

2Bµ − M2
Z sin 2β

2Bµ − m2
h,0 sin 2β

, (A.2)

where m2
h,0 is given by Eq. (A.1). We find that this second-order expansion gives the correct

Higgs mass to within 2%, 5%, and 10% for tan β > 2, 1.4, and 1.2, respectively, with κ = 1,
µ = 200 GeV. The analytical formulae are compared with the exact tree-level values in
Fig. A.1. As tan β approaches one, the gap between the light and heavy Higgs masses shrinks
to zero at a value of λ = λcrit given by λ2

critv
2 = Bµ + M2

Z/2. This kink-structure cannot be
faithfully described by a perturbative expansion in m2

h/m
2
H . For tan β = 1, Eq. (2.35) is an

exact solution for λ < λcrit, while m2
h = 2Bµ + M2

Z − λ2v2 for λ > λcrit. In the case of a large
Higgs mass, m2

h � M2
Z , a useful expression is

m2
h =

1

2

�
Bµ

sin β cos β
−
�

(2λ2v2 sin 2β − 2Bµ)2 + 4B2
µ cot22β

�
. (A.3)

We now give an analytic formula for the correction to the Higgs mass from mixing with
the singlet in the limit of negligible λ-doublet mixing, 2λ2vuvd � Bµ + ḡ2vuvd/2, which
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(a) tanβ = 1.2, κ = 1.0, µ = 200 GeV (b) tanβ = 2.0, κ = 1.0, µ = 200 GeV

Figure A.1: The Higgs boson mass as a function of λ for fixed values of tanβ and κ, given by the
exact tree-level formula (black, solid line), the first-order (red, dot-dashed) and second-order (blue,
dashed) analytical formulae in Eqs. (A.1, A.2). On the left, the piece-wise exact analytical solutions
for tanβ = 1 are also shown as magenta, dotted lines. The second-order formula gives a very good
fit away from the point tanβ = 1, λ = λcrit where the dotted lines cross.

corresponds to the doublet-doublet decoupling regime. Performing again an expansion in
m2

h/m
2
s, with m2

s the M2
33 entry of the scalar mass matrix, one finds to first order

δm2
h = −4µ2v2

m2
s

�
λ−

�
κ+ λ

Aλ

2µ

�
sin 2β

�2

. (A.4)

In the limit Aλ,κ → 0, this agrees with the result in Ref. [73].
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Appendix B

Press-Schechter Formalism and Fitting
Functions

The Press-Schechter function F is

F (M, t) = erfc

�
δc(t)√

2 σ(M, t)

�
, (B.1)

where δc(t) and σ(M, t) are given by [12, 103]

δc(t) �
�

1.629 + 0.057 e−2.3GNρΛt2 for ρΛ ≥ 0

1.686 + 0.165
�

t
tcrunch

�2.5

+ 0.149
�

t
tcrunch

�11

for ρΛ < 0,
(B.2)

with tcrunch defined in Eq. (3.17), and

σ(M, t) � Q s(M) G(t). (B.3)

Here, Q is the primordial density contrast,

s(M) �
�
(9.1 µ−2/3)−0.27 +

�
50.5 log10(834 + µ−1/3) − 92

�−0.27
�−1/0.27

, (B.4)

where µ = Mξ2G
3/2
N with ξ ≡ ρmatter/nγ � 3.7 eV, and

G(t) �





0.206 ξ4/3

ρ
1/3
Λ

�
tanh2/3(3

2
HΛt)

�
1 − tanh1.27(3

2
HΛt)

�0.82

+ 1.437
�
1 − cosh−4/3(3

2
HΛt)

��
for ρΛ ≥ 0

0.549 ξ4/3G
1/3
N t2/3

�
1 + 0.37

�
t

tcrunch

�2.18�−1�
1 −

�
t

tcrunch

�2�−1

for ρΛ < 0,

(B.5)

where HΛ ≡
�

8πGN |ρΛ|/3.
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The function H in the extended Press-Schechter formalism is given by [96, 104]

H(t�; M, t) = −
� M

M/2

M

M �
dβ

dM � (M
�, t�, M, t) dM �, (B.6)

where
β(M1, t1, M2, t2) = erfc

�
1

Q
�

2(s(M1)2 − s(M2)2)

�δc(t1)
G(t1)

− δc(t2)

G(t2)

��
, (B.7)

with s(M) and G(t) defined in Eqs. (B.4) and (B.5).
The virial density as a function of time can be fit, following Refs. [12, 104], as the

density evolution of a closed universe, according to Birkhoff’s theorem. The virial density
is then given in terms of the density at turn-around rescaled by the ratio of the volumes,
ρvir = (Rvir/Rturn)

3ρturn. Here, Rvir/Rturn → 2 at early times (t � 1/HΛ) as well as for
|ρΛ| → 0 at any fixed t. For positive ρΛ, Rvir/Rturn = 2/(

√
3 − 1) � 2.73 at late times [105],

while for negative ρΛ, Rvir/Rturn → 22/3 for t → tcrunch. Our fit is given by

ρvir(t) �





��
18π2ρmatter(t)

sinh2( 3
2
HΛt)

( 3
2
HΛt)2

�1.41

+ (40.8 ρΛ)1.41

� 1
1.41

for ρΛ ≥ 0
�
18π2ρmatter(t)

sin2( 3
2
HΛt)

( 3
2
HΛt)2

�
123.6

123.6+7
�

e
4.14 t

tcrunch −1
� for ρΛ < 0,

(B.8)

where ρmatter is the matter energy density. This fit is accurate to better than ≈ 5% and 2%
for ρΛ ≥ 0 and < 0, respectively.1

Finally, the time at which most of galaxies of mass M forms, i.e. the solution to Eq. (3.15),
is well approximated by the following fitting function:

τ(M)/Gyr � Q
3/2
obs

Q3/2





1.880 + c1(α) M̃ + c3(α) M̃3 + c5(α) M̃5 for − 10 <∼ ρΛ
ρΛ,obs

< 0

c�0(α) + c�1(α) M̃ + c�3(α) M̃3 + c�5(α) M̃5 for 0 ≤ ρΛ
ρΛ,obs

< 10

c��0(α) + c��1(α) M̃ + c��3(α) M̃3 + c��5(α) M̃5 for 10 ≤ ρΛ
ρΛ,obs

<∼ 100,

(B.9)
1For ρΛ < 0, the approximation leading to Eq. (B.8), i.e. ρvir >∼ a few (ρmatter + ρΛ), breaks down for

t/tcrunch >∼ 0.8, where we should rather use ρvir = 0 (since there is no stable structure forming). However,
since ρvir in Eq. (B.8) is small there anyway, using it up to t/tcrunch = 1 does not lead to a significant error.
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where α = (ρΛ/ρΛ,obs)(Qobs/Q)3, M̃ ≡ log10
M

2×1011M⊙
, and

c1(x) = −0.311 + 1.276 e0.827 x + 1.412 log10{1 + |x|0.7},
c3(x) = 0.470 − 0.656 e0.78 x − 0.317 log10(0.2 + |x|),
c5(x) = −0.0142 + 0.0381 e0.7 x + 0.00822 log10(0.05 + |x|),

c�0(x) = 1.880 − 0.00205 x,
c�1(x) = 0.408 + 0.569 e−1.01 x + 0.295 log10(1 + x),
c�3(x) = 0.277 − 0.251 e−x − 0.125 log10(1 + x),
c�5(x) = −0.000889 + 0.0151 e−x − 0.00220 log10(1 + x),

c��0(x) = 1.880 − 0.00205 x,
c��1(x) = 0.767 − 0.00293 x − 230 x−4,
c��3(x) = −0.530 + 0.000336 x + 0.847 x−0.1,
c��5(x) = 0.106 − 0.0000118 x − 0.125 x−0.1 − 0.0131 log10(−5 + x).

(B.10)

This fit is accurate to better than ≈ 5% for M >∼ 1011M⊙ (but it becomes worse for smaller
M , e.g., the accuracy is ≈ 12% at M � 6 × 1010M⊙). For 100 < ρΛ/ρΛ,obs < 150, we use the
last expression of Eq. (B.9), good to the level of ≈ 10%; and for ρΛ/ρΛ,obs > 150, we use

ρvir(τ(M)) /(10−26 g/cm3) � (3.66 + 0.032α) − (1.36 + 0.0013α)M̃, (B.11)

which is accurate to the level of ≈ 10% up to ρΛ/ρΛ,obs ≈ 4500.
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Appendix C

Anthropic Condition from Metallicity

In this appendix, we derive the function n arising from the metallicity constraint, Eq. (3.18).
Suppose that in a merging tree of a galaxy j at time t, j is found to have progenitor galaxies
i = 1, 2, · · · with varying masses Mi at time t� < t. Note that this also includes accretion,
i.e. matter that was not part of galaxies of appreciable size, since F (M = 0, t) = 1 in the
Press-Schechter formalism, where accretion is treated as mergers of extremely tiny galaxies
with a large galaxy.

Now, let us assume that the relative mass fraction in j that came from i and i� is given
by dF (Mi,t

�)
dMi

/
dF (Mi� ,t

�)
dMi�

, i.e. the ratio of total amount of baryons at time t� in galaxies of type i

and i�, respectively. This is true within the Press-Schechter formalism as long as Mi,i� � Mj ,
since then the overdensities within spherical top-hat regions containing masses Mi,i� and
Mj are independent of each other at early times. Once Mi,i� ≈ Mj, the assumption is not
justified, but in these regimes, there can only be a small amount of merging occurring from
i, i� to j, implying little contribution to metallicity. The assumption, therefore, provides a
good approximation.

Let xi (i = 1, 2, · · · ) be the fraction of baryons in the universe that formed stars in
halos of mass Mi at time t�. In our simple model, the star formation rate is proportional
to the rate of halo formation for masses M > Mmin and otherwise zero: dxi/dt� ∝ Θ(Mi −
Mmin) d2F (Mi, t

�)/dMidt�. The increase in total metal content summed over galaxies of mass
Mi is taken to be proportional to the star formation rate therein, dxi/dt, so the increase in
(linear) metallicity dZi is

dZi(t
�) ∝

�
dF (Mi, t

�)

dMi

�−1
dxi

dt�
dt� ∝

�
dF (Mi, t

�)

dMi

�−1
d2F (Mi, t

�)

dMidt�
Θ(Mi − Mmin) dt�, (C.1)

i.e. the total increase in metal content divided by the total mass. The increase in metallicity
of galaxy j due to stars at time t�, then, has to be weighted by the relative matter fraction of
galaxies i, as described above:

dZj(t
�) =

�
i

dF (Mi,t
�)

dMi
dZi(t

�)
�

i
dF (Mi,t�)

dMi

∝
�

i
d2F (Mi,t

�)
dMidt� Θ(Mi − Mmin)

�
i

dF (Mi,t�)
dMi

dt�, (C.2)
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where we must normalize to the total mass of galaxy j at each time t�.
In the continuum limit, the sum over i becomes an integral over masses. Therefore, the

metallicity of galaxy j of mass M at time t is

Z(M, t) ∝
� t̃

0

dt�
� M

0
dM � d2F (M �,t�)

dM �dt� Θ(M � − Mmin)� M

0
dM � dF (M �,t�)

dM �

=

� t̃

0

dt�
d

dt�{F (Mmin, t
�) − F (M, t�)}

1 − F (M, t�)
,

(C.3)
where t̃ = min{t, t̃stop}. The constraint that one cannot accumulate negative metallicity
determines the timescale t̃stop as a solution to

d

dt�
{F (Mmin, t

�) − F (M, t�)}
����
t�=t̃stop

= 0, (C.4)

at which time merging of galaxies of mass Mmin < M � < M into those more massive than M
begins to dominate over formation of new galaxies in this mass region. Since merging into
larger structures is also occurring at earlier times, one expects that we slightly underestimate
the metallicity. However, in practice, the formation of new galaxies in this mass range
and mergers into structures beyond are well separated in time, so a simple cutoff at t̃stop is
sufficient.

Now, since F (M, t�) ≤ F (M, t̃stop) = erfc(1/
√

2) � 0.317, the denominator of Eq. (C.3)
is always between 0.68 and 1; in fact, it is very close to 1 in most of the parameter regions.
Therefore, we can safely ignore the denominator of Eq. (C.3) and obtain

Z(M, t) ∝
�
F (Mmin, t̃) − F (M, t̃)

�
. (C.5)

In general, the probability of forming planets is expected to be proportional to some power
m of the metallicity [99, 100]. This gives

n(M, t) = Z(M, t − tevol)
m, (C.6)

which is Eq. (3.18) in the text.
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